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PUBLISHER'S FOREWORD
This pamphlet contains the text of the three major reports and
resolutions adopted at the meeting of the Communist Idormation Bureau of the Communist and Workers' Parties held in
Hungary toward the end of November, 1949. These reports
were "Defense of Peace and the Struggle Against the Warmongers," by M. Suslov of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union (Bolshevik); "The Working Class and the Tasks of the
Communist and Workers' Parties," by Palmiro Togliatti of the
Communist Party of Italy; and "The Communist Party of Yugoslavia in the Power of Murderers and Spies," by Gh. GheorghiuDej of the Romanian Workers' Party.
The Communist Information Bureau is composed exclusively
of eight European Communist and Workers' Parties including
the Communist Parties of Italy, France, the Soviet Union,
Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, the Workers' Parties of Hungary
and Romania; and the United Workers' Party of Poland. The
views of such large and significant parties on their own and
international problems have a bearing on world affairs and consequently interest progressive-minded people in the United States
as they do everywhere.
We publish here the official texts as they appeared in November 29 and December 2, 1949 in For a Lasting Peace, For a
People's Demomyl-the journal of the Communist Information Bureau.

TheDefense of Peace
and the Struggle
Against the Warmongers
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has fully confirmed
the
correctness
of
the estimatipn of
A .little more than & years ha&
the ' iqtcmn@onal situation given
passed shee .&e &st Information
first Meeting of the Informahdkting of the representatives Q£ a by
tion Bureaudand of the perspectives
nurnbd of
Parties was
and , tasks of the anti-@$aia$st
Md.,
.
camp 'as outlined by that Meeting. ,,
he klsrpation .issued by. ,heJ
Estimating the significance of the
M d n g , gave a profound analysis decisions
passed by the first. Meetm
of changts hhich bad +on place, , ing of.the Ipformation Burcab, and
in.thc hmmoinpal r&uaion as .a also of the Resolution, conceroing
r d t 40fWmld W&F,Twoand dwing the &a postwar y w s . It, r e the "Situation in the Communist
vealed the formation of two camps Party of Yu$osIavia" pasred by th&of thq Information
in the world yew and the contrast second Mee~urequ.,it
be,
boldly said today
of th& airhs and 'tlski; , it a p o ~ e d
that
these
decisions
are really hie
the'iiggressive ihhi.'ofthe imp^$&torical
decisions;
that
they P1aYtd
ist .-$
w e d b i die V.$..-pians
an
,outstiinding
role
in
m&ilizing,,
a e d at esdlisfiidg .wbrld db&organizing
&d
consolidating
ther
nation of' Ang1d.&&* imp2rialranks
of
.the
international
workiirgism' and destroying klhkracy; 'it '
; , mobilizing the
laid bare 'theiUea~h'&~trs
dci1~'of the class m ~ v & ~ ~ tin
masses
to
,rebuff
worw
reaction: and chieftains of Right-Whg Skid Da
the
:
instigators
of
a
new
war; h,,
mocncy-'
accompliieca of , i m p
ri&stn h d its anti-popdlar w Mer.increasing and sttengthmiag thc.hocs of democracy &d SG
tivitia.
The entire course of tvents for ohe cialism h u g h u t the world. : ,
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During the pied that has clapad
Having taken the path of milG
the first Meeting of the Infm- tary-political conspiracy against peace

-on
Bureau, considerable changes
have taken pkoe in the internationa1 situation.
I. CONSPIRACY OF THE
AGGRESSORS AGAINST
PEACE AND SECURITY OF

=

THE PEOPLES

t

For the past two years, two lines
in world policy have become even
more clear and sharp-the line of
the democratic, anti-imperialist camp
kdedthe USS*R*-the camp
tffaging a ~ s i a m and
t
consistent
m a l e a g h a i m ~ r i a l i gre ah on^
for peace
peoples and for
democracy, a d the line of the im*list,
anti - democratic cafP
headed by the US*-the camp which
as its maia object the enslavemcnt of
-tries
and
the
tstahlishment
Angle
American world domination, destruction of the fOM of democracy
of a new
.Thestruggle between these opposite
camps has dmpaud. The aggressive
nature of the impaialiit camp has
further increased.
the firat Meting of the
Informatiop Bureau stated that the
U.S. and Britnin were gdng over
to & policy of preparing new diliadventum at p e n t the ruliag circles of the United States and
Britain heading the imprialist -p
openly pursue the policy of aggrcsdo&
policy of prepariag a d
anlenrhing a new world war.

and the security of the peoples, tha
ruling circles of the US. and Brit.
ain drive at full speed preparing a
new war and are declaring with increasingly cynical shamelessness and
insolence, their claims for world
domination, the "American leadership of the world," reviving the insane plans of German fascism and
forgetting the historical lessons
given to crazy pretenders for "world
domination!'
The atire policy of the AngloAmerican imperialist bloc serves the
aim of preparing a new world war.
It finds expression in the unres w ~ n e d economic,
and
military expansion carried out by the
US. on all continents in an attempt
to seize military-strategic raw materials and other resources essential
for war preparations. The US. imperialists are netting the entire globe
with matary,
naval and air bas%
and are preparing springboards for
a
*,
The supymt rendered by the Anglo-American imperialists to all outmoded reactionary regimes (the
Franc0 Government in Spain, the
monarcho-fascist Government in
Greece, Chiang Kai-shek in China,
and so on), to the remnants of rhc
destroyed aploiting
spisaboteurs and murderers in the PC+
pie's D ~ ~ r a c to
i ~ reaaionar~
,
forces all ova the w o r l d 4 this
serves the aim of preparing a new

TSl

.,

war. US. imperialism has become
The insolent design of the US. imthe center and mainstay of world perialists to utilize the German p
reaction.
ple as cannon fodder was quite rcImperialist circles of the US. and recently blurted out by [W. R.]
of Britain have openly trampled un- Poage, member of the House of R e p
der foot the decisions of the Yalta resentatives, who suggested that
and Potsdam Conferences, aimed at the U.S. should create 25 divisions
a just solution of the German prob of German mercenaries
lem and to transform Germany into
Not being sure that the Germans
a democratic peace-loving State. would shed their blood in the inAfter pledging themselves to regard terest of the magnates of US. capiGermany as a single unit, they pur- tal, this warmonger suggested that
sue. a policy of splitting Germany, all ammunition of these mercenaries
crowning this policy with the estab should remain "in American hands"
lishment of the puppet Bonn "Gov- and that the "entire senior officer
ernment."
staff should be composed of AmuiInstead of democratizing and de- cans."
militarizing Germany, the GovernWith boundless cynicism, Poagc
ments of the US., Britain and decIared that in the event of war he
France are restoring war industry in does not intend to send American
Western Germany and the dominant boys to fight since he hopes to buy
position of the reactionary monopo- cannon fodder at an extremtly low
lies, junkers, militarist elements price, paying for it, said this trader
who, in the past, were the bulwark in blood, only a small share of the
of German imperialism and Hitler- wages paid to American soldiers.
ism. At the same time, they frus- Concluding, Poagc said that the
trate in every way the preparations United States should try to create
for a peace treaty with Germany, similar mercenary forces in Japan.
seeking to turn the temporary occuSuch are the shameless plans of the
pation into permanent and undi- U.S. imperialists in relation to the
vided colonial domination in West- peoples of Germany and Japan.
ern Germany.
The policy of war preparations
All honest people see that such a also found expression in the so-called
course in relation to Germany is Marshall Plan. The Information
determined by the desire of Wall Meeting of the Communist Parties
Street magnates to use Western Ger- held in September 1947 revealed the
many for their imperialist ends and, real aims of the Marshall Plan as a
above all, as a springboard, and to plan for the economic and plitical
use its population as cannon fodder enslavement of Europe by US. imin the realization of their aggressive perialism.
plans.
Life has been most unkind to thm
C9 3

6 the bendcent ,role

qonc!my of the wuptriw of
a n Europe completely into the
As a result of qearly, two y.ws hands.
of Marshall Plan "assistaiv$' the
Tqday, when ,Me itself has ruib
economy of the Marshallizcd cow- $e$sl'' c&t the p c o d r attirp £ram
. tries io Euro e, instead of being re- tlie' hfariihall Plan, this Plan 6
vivified, bas k n reduced ,to , a ,
p k s , in its h e c o I o ~ oas ap e w
,npmic, 'political and mifit* leva
of complete disorganiptjon.'
7Xs has n a v become so obvious with the help of wpch US, impb
that it has bcem registered by the rialists .subgwdinat~'the, ecoeomy of
Swetariat of the United ~ a t i o & s Wesqer~Eyope to thli wytrol ,yd
Organizatio~in the Reprt ,on the dicta!, $triiijg to turn it iotq ,a c e
Wyld Ecogo~icSittia+n
1 ~ 8 , lbnia .a #- p c t , qf the United Sates
ipublished in July 194 :
9f m e r i p
' Even &e most, ar cnt sbF oriers
' @ e ' ~ ~ s b a JPlan
U was sodn,'iup
plunented by military-pdifiqI gpoubadourg of the.
Plan are today forced to &o+e
~ e q d v eblou of imperialist p y e f s
its failure.
such ' qs ., Weit& uniop and . the
tii
Subordinating and ' placing 'the .North ~ J ~ pBk.
6
6
o
f
n
y
of
the
Matshallizcd
coupAt
'present
the
North
Adantic b10c
.* p+ in*&e semice of the interests 'is 'thi main' wqp9n of the a&of US, monopolies, &ooding"the sive policy of
ruling ckclCr, pf
.We~t-Epr&~ p a r k a with qn- the US. d Britain
at pra
As.ppiajed ,-out
,pipip&a , q w,
-ul:.tb~
$rateaim by, the #ppiet.Gov+.
rof J 3 p q ts, x y , w h i c h
,.W%
fbc 'Fgl ~ t a r y - p o a% .& lf; NtNonh A $ ~ t i cPa%
,aims of thisrare to c&

,yb*bclievcd

_ $ .the Marshall
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th;''rehis 'of the greatpt,. possible
p ~ m ~ egfx ,State, depriving them
oaalpugb,of th;~&+1$i.f:tit4
sf the,pss+ility to pyigue an indb
;of: k i c a on t h e , d i ~ 6 r ~ i r ipdmt
p
nadopal foreign, and home
+conomy of the Marsh&yd'~~p.$- poccfand -utilizing these States as
&its has recently ktesSed. Y a k g ?uxiliaries to realize their awesn~vmtage of the devaluation' Q£ d v ? plans aimad at establishing
'West-European currencies which AaglyAmaican world dominatisa.
was carried out on their oiders, t& . The North Atlantic Blw is aimed
U+
, ,
impuialists strive,
take the at suppfesiing' the resistance of tb
4*
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peoples of Europe to the US. on- Pact, the N&& A d w c agree-t,
slaught against their vital rights, na- clothed in the tattered banner of
tional freedom and independence,. anti-Communism, is a program of
at turning Western Europe into a aggression and war, a program of
semi-colony of US. imperialism, stifling national independmce and
into a base and springboard for pre- depcratic rights of peoples.
paring a new war.
Thus, the facts show that with
The North Atlantic Bloc has in the imperialists of the United States
view .direct aggression against the in the forefronq theimperialists predeqmratic States io Eastern Europe +e a new world war into whose
and, above all, againqt ,the 'soviet hell they are ready to throw the maUnion as the -in, force in' the jority of peoples and countries of. thc
democratic camp, a reliable mainstay world in order to achieve the selfish
of by security, freedop and in- aims of a handful of multi-milliondependence of, peoples.
aires.
Finally, one of the most important
For the sake of these aims, u;S.
aims of the North Atlantic agree- ruling circles turn Westein Germent .and .of its projected branches many into their military spring-Mediterranean, Near East and Far board in ,Europe and strive to draw
East agreements-is to prepare the ,the Germah people into the slaughdeswction of the national libera- ter-house of a new war.
tion movement in colonial and deFor the sake af these aims they,
pendent countries, and to combat the with the direct complicity of BritPeople's Republic of -a
and the ish Labor leaders, turn Britain into
Pqple's Democratic Republic of their aircraft and naval bay and inKorea which have won .a great vic- tend to make the British people
t ~ r yover forcgn imperialists and their cannon fodder.
.
home reaction..
A similar role is prepared by them
Thus, the Nor* A h t i c impe- for the peoples of France, Italy and
rialist alliance undet the aegis of other European States.
the US. represents a mqnace for . For the sake of their predatory
the' whole of px~essiive
aims, US. imperialists make Japan
And quite jydy is this latest ~ v i l , their springbaard for aggression
imperialist conspiraiy likened to the against the USSX., the .People's
notorious , anti-Cornintun Hider- $epubpc of China, North Korea and
Mussobi Pqct signed before the fm the peoples of the Pacific basin, strivcist aggressors hurled &emselves ing to utilize the Japanese peopk to
against
peoples of E k o
thisend. .
crush their freedom ahd in e m In the Near East, US. imp$$dpce.
is^ create military bases and strpng
- Similar to the ~ n t k g m i n t e r n points in ' Turkey, Iran , and Iraq,
l,

,
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turning these countries into their
iatefliter and striving to make the
Turks;Persims'and Arabs fight for
the p 4 r of us. rnonopoEsts.
In ah- woq& the strategy of
0s. imperialisin, as now quite
,dearly defined, is aimed at preparing the conflagration of war in all
parts of the world and to make the
peoples of ali continents fight on
the orders, and in the interests of,
US. rndti-millionaires.
Thc most outspoken of the US.
chieftains, such as Cangressman
Poage, mentioned above, or Gerieral
Bradley, openly and cynically declare
their intention to "fight with other
haads" and to use the soldiers of
other nations as cannon fodder for
thc US.-which will supply only
miis and rake in the profits.
However, these adventurous caldations are made without the masm. The peopla of the countries
which the US. and British imper h h s want to force to fight are sot
the least interested in war, which
cannot briiig than anythinv but
heavy aaciifiaS; damlation
the
destruction of their comuri&.
The peoples neither need nor
want war. Nor is war -need4 by
the mass of the people in the United
States, whose monopoly circles stand
out as the main instigators of war.
Despite the stream of false propaganda circulated by the imperialist
aggressors and their accomplices,
&t b e o n people in the US. are
bccoming increasingly aware that
war, if unleashed by the warmong-

bors of many generations.
Having taken the opm course
unleashing a newJ world war,
organizers of the North Atla
agreemexit disrupt international
operation and, above all, coo
tion with the USS.R. and the.
ple's Democracies. They try
dermine the United Nations
zation, d i n g to turn it into an
strument of their predatory desi
and frustrate the decisions of
U.N.O. General Assembly conc
ing prohibition of the atomic weapon
and reduction of armaments.
The policy of disrupting intcrnational coopention led LO the notori-%
ous "cold war," to whipping ap war
p~chosisand hysteria, to an a d fiaal d&el~pment of international '
tension which is utilized by the arms
manufacturCrs and by licentious warmongcks.
'
The 'Budapest trial of the RajkBrankov espionage gang revealed
a Luge-scale international conspiracy organized by the ~ n ~ l ~
tan imperialists against the People's
Democracies and the Savia Union,
against peace and democracy. "
This imperialist conspiracy &
aimed at rdIizing far-r&hing
to overthrow the democratic system
in Hungary and other People's
'

1

Democracies with the help of the l u slogan of "Guns before butter''
fascist, espionage Tito clique which is carried out also in other Muhas become an agency of interns- shallized States.
It stands to reason that this poltional reaction; to wrest these countries from the camp of peace and icy, accumpanied by an exorbitant
democracy; to restore there reaction- growth of taxation, leads to a sharp
ary fascist regimes; to turn the coun- deterioration in the economic conditries of South-East and Central Eur- tions of the working people in all
ope into puppets of the imperialists capitalist countries.
Preparing for war, the capitalist
and springboards for aggression.
A direct result of the policy of monopolies undertake a violent onaggression and preparation for a new slaught against the living standards
war is the unrestrained armament of the working class and all working
race which falls as a heavy burden people. This finds expression in inon the shoulders of the working class creased exploitation of workers by
and on all the working population the intensification of labor, in the
in the capitalist countries.
reduction of wages and in mass disIt is sufticient to say that US. missals of workers in non-military
military expenditures in the next branches of industry.
fiscd year will amount to 22 billion
The preparations for war are also
dollars, that is, twenty times more accompanied by increased attacks
than before the war.
on the democratic rights of the
According to E. Nourse, former working people.
T o pave the way for their foreignChairman of the Economic Council
under the auspices of the US. Prai- policy ventures and for unleashing
dent, the weekly military allocation war, the imperialists try to strangle
of the US. Federal Government ex- the workingclass and general democeeds the annual allocation for edu- cratic movement, to open the way for
cation. The s u m appropriated for fascization and complete militarizamilitary purposes each week would tion of the internal regime.
fully cover Federal annual expenses
As far back as 1927, Comrade
for the public health service.
Stalin said imperialism could not
Thus, engaged in a fierce arma- prepare a new war without s u p
mcnt race, the Truman Government pressing the opposition against war,
spends annually 26 times more on without suppressing the masses.
war preparations than on the counTo wage war, said Comrade
try's education and public health Stalin, it is not sufficient to pile
services put together.
armaments and organize new coaliIn Britain, military expenditure tions. It also calls for strengthenis now three times greater than in ing the rear in the capitalist coun' 1939. The policy known as the Hit- tries. Not a single capitalist counf 131
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G w a l .&wqmb$. p ~ e dk. )spdsid
decision condedng, wu prop^
.mdajtht ruling:rirclca a£ the US.
:

and. writsin, far ;from ~ukbg,me&
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war propagandists, art, on the contrary, obviously inciting them.
Alongside the venal hackwriters of
the reactionary press and radio, a
whole cluster of official statesmenmembers of the Truman Government, Congressmen, Generals, Admirals, and British peers-now a p
pear, openly calling for war.
Thus, similar to the,fascist aggresiors before World War Two, the
Anglo-American imperialist bl& p r a
pares a new war in all directions:
military-strategic measures, political
p r k u r e and blackmail, economic
pansion and enslavement of peoideological stupification of the
asses
and intensification of reacl
I tion in all spheres of public life.
Ruling circles in the US. and
Britain cherish the crazy idea of subordinating the entire world to their
: domination by military means, threat\ , ening mankind with a new world
! I slaughter.
That is why the aggressive!, military-political conspiracy of 'the AngloAmerican imperialists cqnstitutes a
tremendous menace for the destiny
of the world, for the life and welfare
of millions of ordinaiy people, for
the national independence and democratic gains of all peoples.

/

I/'

evidence of its strength, evidence of
the impossibility of preventing war.
The past two years were years of
the further weakening of the camp
of imperialism, of the dropping out
of new links from its chain, of the
sharpening of all its internal and external contradictions.
At the same time, the forces of the
camp of peace, democracy and Socialism steadily grew 'in number and
strength during this period. That is
why, despite such wide preparations
for war by the imperialist camp, there
now exists a powerful and daily
growing barrier in the way of the
warmongers.
While the camp of imperialism, led
by the U.S., prepares for military adventures, the anti-imperialist camp
consolidates all its forces to render
a resolute rebuff to the bellicose imperialist,aggressors,and it persistently
fights to isolate the instigators of a
new war and to foil their monstrous
designs.
The democratic forces of the world
grow incomparably faster than the
evil forces of the warmongers. The
correlation of forces in the international arena has radically chahgd
and continues to change in favor of
the camp of peace, democracy and
Socialism.
11. FORCES OF THE CAMP OF
The growth and consolidation of
PEACE, DEMOCRACY AND
this camp are evident, above all, from
SOCIALISM GROW IN
the further growth of the might Q£
STRlZNGTH AND NUMBER
the Soviet Union which marches at
It would, however, be profoundly the head of the struggle for a stable
FMong to think the feverish activity peace. Consigned to oblivion are the
displayed by the imperialist camp is hopes of imperialist circles that the

USS.R., which bore the main brunt
of the war, would not overcome the
difEculties caused by the war and
the destruction wrought by the Gaman fascist invaders on a part of
Soviet territory.
The Soviet Union is experiencing
a powerful upsurge in all spheres of
national economy and culture. Let
Messrs. Imperialists give thought to
the data on the fulfilment of the
postwar Five-Year Plan, data p u b
&shed in the Soviet Union.
Last October output of Soviet industry exceeded the average monthly
autput of the prewar year 1g40 by
over 50 per cent and surpassed the
average monthly level of production
envisaged by the Five-Year P l a ~for
'950.
Whereas the economy of the capitalist countries presents the picture
of maturing crisis and decline, increasingly aggravated by the burden
of exorbitant military expenditurk
the economy of the Soviet Union is
steadily on the upgrade, year after
year, month afrer month. '
During the ten months of IM
the increased targets for industrial
aut ut were surpassed. Gross industria output went up 20 per cent compared with the corresponding period
>
of last year.
Agriculture also marches ccinfidently forward. In the current year,
the gross crops of cereals are greater
than 1948 and surpass those of prewu 1g40. Crops of cotton, flax and
many other industrial crops are better than last year and exceed the

!

prewar level Socially-owned cat&
breeding has considerably extended.
On the basis of the development 4
the national economy, the material
and cultural level of the life of the
Soviet people rises further, which, in
turn, inspires them to achieve ntw
successes.
It is quite clear today that the selfless work of the free Soviet people,
the work of the millions of Stakhanovites, will ensure the carrying out
of the postwar Five-Year Plan to develop the national economy of the
U.SS.R. ahead of schedule.
This will mean, not only a further
consolidation of the might of the 2
b
viet State, but also the strengthening
of the entire camp of the champiom
of peace and democracy.
The great vitality of the Soviet Socialist system finds expression also in
considerable technical progress
achieved in the Soviet Union. New
technique is being developed, mas
tered and put into operation.
One example of this tcchnid
progress and of the development of
science in our country is the mastery
of the secret of atomic energy in a
short period of time, depriving 'the
United States of Arperica of the monopoly of the atomic weapon.
The Tass statement of September
25, 1949, that the Soviet Union had
mastered the secret of the atomic
weapon and had this weapon at its
clispbsal as early as 1947, &duced to
ashes the "prophecies" of the ruling
circles of imperialist powers-an8 of
the bourgeois scientists kow-towing

before them--whq mote than once, i
q is based on respect for the righa
declared that the Russians would not
have the atomic weapon earlier than
1952.
This Tass report caused bcwilderment and confbsion in the camp of
the imperialists and warmonkrs,
weakened this camp, and delivered
a crushing blow at the Truman and
Churchill "atom diplomacy" based
on monopoly of the atom bomb and
on blackmail of weak-nerved people
by this weapon.
At the same time+ all peace s u p
porters enthusiastically welcome the
Soviet Union's possession of the
atomic weapon as a victory in the
cause of peace, for they know that
the Soviet Government is faithful to
its peace policy and, despite the fact
that it possesses the atomic weapon,
it adheres to its former ~ositionof
unconditional prohibitionAofits use.
The peace-loving foreign policy of
the Soviet Union, as well as the foreign policy of the People's Danacracies, is a powerful factor strengthening the camp of peace and democracy. Corresponding to the vital interests of the common people all over
the world, it inspires and consolidates
the ranks of all fighten for the cause
of peace and s t r e n g t h their will
for victory.
The peaceful policy of the Soviet
Government arises from the very essence of our Socialist society in which
then are no classes interested in wars.
The Soviet State is a resolute enemy of the poky of national and
racial oppression, and its foreign pol-

and independence of d
of
the world, large and small.
The Soviet people are imbued with
the great idea of building Communism and are directly interested in
preserving peace. Our people are
deeply confident that the Socialist
system of society created by them
insures victory in peaceful corn@tion with the capitalist system.
The foreign policy of the Soviet
Government in its relations with
capitalist States proceeds from the
p i b i l i t y of the coexistence of the
Socialist and capitalist systems and
of peaceful cooperation between
them. As far back as 193+ comrade
Stalin outlined this policy with complete clarity and precision:
Ow foreign policy is clear. It is a
policy of preserving peace and strengthening commercial relations with all
countries. The U.S.S.R. does not think
of threatening anybody-let alone of
attacking anybody. We stand for peace
and champion the cause of peace. But
we are not afraid of threats and arc prepared to answer the instigators of war,
blow for blow.

The proposals made by the Soviet
Government at the recent session of
the General Assembly of the United
Nations Organization to condemn
preparations for a new war being
carried out in a number of countries,
particularly in the United States of
America and in Great Britain, to
take practical measures to prohibit
unconditionally the atomic wupon

'

rigdies a further change in the torrelation of forces in the international
arena in favor of the camp of dem&racy and peace and extends and
consolidates the front of peace;
A great success for the camp of
pqace and democracy and a new defeat for the imperialist camp is also
the *forma+n of the German Democratic Republic, described by Cornrade St$in in his message of greetings to yilhelm Reck and O h
Grotewohl as a turning point in Ehc
history of Europe.
This historical act exprerad the
grow& and consolidation of the
dcmovaticfks.ofrhc German peoplc, forces which struggk fo'r a
united, dhnocratic and peaceloving
Germany, f d r w which draw correct
conclusions from the two world wars
and no longer wish to 'be used as
pawns by the pretenders for world
damination.
The vicbry of.the democratic
forces in Germany, who are taking
the destiny of -the,country into their
h d ~ strikes
;
a heiR defeat at the
Anglo-Amerb. warmongers.
As Cbmrade >Stali,n ,points out,
t,
&st"there can be no d o ~ b that.&e
ence of a p ~ X q 1 6 ~. idemocratic
~g~
Gumany, side by side with the exist+
ence of a peacec1oving Soviet Union9'
excludes the possibility of new wars
in Europe, puts an end to U06dshed
in Europe and makes impossible the
enslaving of the European countries
by the world imperialists."
The gowth of the forces o£ the
democratic camp and the weakening,

positions of irnpainlism are also
proved in striking fashion by the advance of the democratic, and particularly of the workingslass, movernmt
headed by the Communist Partiesan advance observed everywhere.
Proof of this is the increased influence of Communist Parties among
the people, despite the rabid antiCommunist witch-hunt carried on
by the Cntire camp of world reaction,
and also the increase in the strike
movement of the working class in all
capitalist countries of Europe, Arneica and Australia.
'
The ever-growing and consolidating strength of the camp of peace
aria democracy is vividly borne out
by the powerful movement of the
partisans of peace, which has already
embraced hundreds of millions of
pwple.
t
For the first time in the histoq of
mankind, an organized front ,of
peace emerged, a front which aims
to save mankind £rom a new world
war, at isolating the clique of the kstigators of a new war and securing
peaceful cooperation between peoples.
This movun+ reflects those cardinal changes which took place in.
the world as a resulr of the liberation
war waged by peoples against the
menace of f k i s t enslavement. It also
signifies an unprecedented growth of
@e ~po~tical
consciousness of the'
masks, and the fact that peoples
have drawn lessops from the bitter
experience of two world wars and
are firmly determined to prevent a
new war, to defend the cause of
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peace, to £rustrate the evil designs
of thc warmongers.
Penples who passed through the
severe experience of the past decadesp
now take the cause af defending
ptw into their own haad-this is
one of the important characteristic
features of the movement of the partisans of peace.
No matter how the warmongers
and their accomplices rave, the his
t o r i 4 situation today diflers radically from that in which World Wars
One and Two were prepared.

The horrors of the m n t war are too
&sh in the minds of the people, and
the social forces standing for peace are
too great for the Churchill disciples of
aggression to overcome them and turn
them toward a new war (J. Stali).
Saving the world from
war is not a Utopian dream but a
real p&bD&ty under present conmete historical conditions.
~f ppla
arc vigilant,
rind
united in their struggle for peace, if
they display atadfastness and tefiaG
ity in defending the cause of peace,
the warmongers will fail to realize
their mguinary deign of fighting
the fires of a Third World War.
The strength of the movement of
peace supporters lies in the fact that
it ,embraces hundreds of millions ob
pple
from among the working
Cbpea-try, intelligentsia Pnd
middle urban strata, irrespective of
race, nationality, religious or political
oonvictions.
The strength and power of the

acw

peace movement lies further in thc
fact that it has assumed an organized character. The champions
peace increasingly consolidate
organize themselves on a local,
tional and international scale.
The movement of the partisans qi .,
peace came into being as a movement '.
of protest of the masses against the.
Marshall Plan and the aggressive
Western and North Atlantic Unions.
Millions of people in France, Italy
and other countries raised their
voices against the policy of US. imperialism, taking part in protest
strikes and demonstrations and collecting signatures for peace petitions.
Of great significance in unfolding
the movement of the fighters for '
peace was the Wroclaw Congress of
Cultural Workers in Defense of
Pace; the World C o n ~ e s sof the
Democratic Women's Federatioa
held in Budapest (autumn 1948) and
particularly the World Peace Conheld in Paris and Prague on
April 20-25, which represented 600
muion organized fightas far F
The mmement for the defense of
Peace consantl~mends and ~onsdidates. The Second World Trade Union Congress, held in Milan early in
July, approved the Manifesto issued'
by the Paris congress and drew up
a concrete p r o w of action for the
72 million trade unionists organized
in the World Federation of Trade
Unions
National peace congresses were
held in a number of countries. The
wave of strikes, popular demnstra-

tions and meetings of protest against
the ratification of the North Atlantic
agreement swept the whole of Western Europe.
In many countries, national committees in defense of peace were
formed, and the organization of
peace committees in towns, factories
and offices began.
The movement of the fighters for
peace also gains ground in the United
States of America and Great Britain,
whose peoples increasingly experia c e the burden of the disastrous,
aggressive policy pursued by their
ruling circles.
Thus, comrades, a short review of
the international situation shows that,
in the struggle against imperialism
and war, the forces of peace, democracy and Socialism have grown in
number and strength.
The further growth of the might of
the Soviet Union; the political and
economic strengthening of the People's Democracies which have taken
the path of building Socialism; the
historical victory of the People's Revolution in China; the formation of
the German Democratic Republic;
the strengthening of the Communist
Parties and the growth of the democratic movement in capitalist countries; the great scale of the movement
of the partisans of peaccall these
signify a great extension and consolidation of the anti-imperialist and
democratic camp.
At the same time, the imperialist
and antidemocratic camp loses one
position afta

&.

The victories of the camp of d c
mocracy and Socialism, the oncoming economic crisis, the further
sharpening of the general crisis of the
capitalist system, the sharpening of
all external and internal contradictions of this system-testify to the
increasing weakening of the imperialist camp and to the historical
doom of the entire capitalist system
Contradictions between imperialist powers in the camp of world reaction itself are sharpening and cannot but sharpen, no matter how these
contradictions are camouflaged by
unity of anti-Soviet and anti-Communist policies of these powers.
The colonial nature of the US.
policy in relation to the "Marshallized" countries; the policy of enslaving Western Europe and other capitalist countries by US. imperialism;
the fierce competition for markets
and for the exploitation of colonies,
particularly under conditions of economic crisis-aggravate the contradictions between the capitalist countries and, above all, the contradictions
between the US. and Great Britain.
Contradictions inside the capitalist
countries also sharpen and cannot
but sharpen. Contrary to all prophecies of the bourgeois "quackxurers
of economic storms," an economic
crisis inevitably matures both in
America and Europe.
Output is falling, exports and home
retail trade decline. Unemployment
is steadily creeping higher. The nurnber of fully d partially unemployed
in capitalist countries reaches the
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enormous figure of 40 million.
In vimi of the armament race, the
working people shoulder an evergrowing tax biuddm. The wages and
entire living standards of the working class are progressively going
down.
Devaluation of currencies, cariied
out in the majority of capitalist countries, constitutes a new plunder of
the working people, for with their
already meager wages they can now
buy even less of the necessities of life.
T h e material conditions of the workk g people become unbearable.
Such a situation cannot but lead to
the sharpening of internal political
conditions in capitalist countries, cannot but give rise to serious class
battles. '
AU this weakens and will continue
t o weaken the forces of the imperial-ist camp, the forces of the warmong a s . The adventurous foreign policy of Wall Street and the City impe-rialists, in its turn, further weakens
-the antidemocratic camp.
sufiers defeat after deThis
#eat. The fiasco of the "atomic diplo:macy9'; the failwe of the Marshall
-Plan; the failure of the imperialist
-subversive plans in South-East Europe and Central Europe; the bankruptcy of U.S.policy in China: these
are but an incomplete enumeration
*ofthe failures suffered by the foreign
policy of the imperialists.
Certainly,. the sharpening of all
sm&adictions of capitalism and the
wkkening of the forces oi the impezriaXst camp are inherent in the very

06 capitalism. And the adv*I-Ls

th h g l & '
accelerates tbir -

turm f i p policy of

American imper*ts
pr-.

m*COMMUNIST AND WORKERSL
PARTIES IN THE VANGUARD

OF THE sFRuGGLE

THE WARMONGERS
'The we?kening of the antidemocratic, imperialist camp should not
lead to the cdnclusion that the danger
of war. is lessened. Such a conclusioh
would be profoundly erroneous and
harmful.
Historical experience teach? that
the moie hopeless the position of imperialist reaction, the more it r a g 5
the more dbger of militarj advena
tures on its part.
The change in the correlation of
forces in the world arena in favor of
the camp of peace and democracy
provokes new outbursts of rabid
fury in the camp of imperialism and
the warmongers.
The ,Anglo-American imperialists
hope, by means of war, to alter the
course of historical development, to
solve their external and internal contradictions and difficulties, to consolidate the positions of monopoly
capital and to gain world domination.
To bustrate the plans of imperialist aggression the greatest vigilance
by the peoples is essential, also the
further extension o f . the front of
peace and the further consolidation
and active struggle of all forces standing for peace.
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'fhe present anti-war movement
testifies to the will and readiness of
the broadest masses of the people to
safeguard peace and to prevent the
aggressors from plunging mankind
into the abyss of another slaughter.
The task now is to turn this will
of the masses into active, concrete actions aimed at foiling the plans and
measures of the Anglo-American instigators of war.
The entire historical experience of
the anti-war movement on the eve
of World War One, and particularly
of World War Two, shows that it
is not sdicient td desire peacq it is
necessary actively to fight for it, to
operate all forces and levers counteracting the preparations for unleashing war.
Under conditions ofpthe growing
menace of a new war, the Communist and Workers' Parties bear a
great historical responsibility. The
Communist and Workers' Parties
must utilize all means of struggle to
secure a stable and lasting peace, subordinating their entire activity to
this, which is now the central task.
It is necessary to work even more
persistently to consolidate and extend
the movement of the partisans of
peace, drawing new sections of the
population into this movement and
making it the universal and irresistible movement of the day.
This movement can and should
embrace all who treasure peace,
honor, national freedom and the sovercignty of their coimuy, regardless
of their political convictions, religious

views or party affilatioa.
Particular attention should be da
voted to drawing into the pcace
movement trade unions, womea's,
youth, cooperative, sport, culturaleducation, religious and other organizations, and also scientists, writers, journalists, cultural workers,
parliamentary and other political
and public leaders who act in defense of peace and against war.
Of decisive significance for further development of the movement
of the partisans of peace is the ever
more active participation of the
working class in this movement, its
consolidation and the unity of its
ranks.
That is why the cardinal task of
the Communist and Workers' Parties is to draw the broadest sections
of the working class into the ranks
of fighters for the cause of peace;
to effect firm working-class unity;
resolutely to combat the Right-wing
Socialist disrupters and disorganizers of the working-class movement;
to organize joint actions of various
sections of the proletariat on the basis of a joint pladorm of struggle
for peace and for the national independence of their countries.
The trade unions of the working
class already hold an honorable
place in the camp of the fighters for
peace, against the warmongers.
The World Federation of Trade
Unions emerges as an active champion of peace and international cooperation, and the organizer of millions of factory and office workers
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for' the struggle against the instigators of a new war.
Trade-union bodies a$liated to
the W.F.T.U. play a great role in organizing peace supporters. In many
countries they are the initiators of
the national peace movement and of
the formation of national committea in defense of peace,
Trade unions have taken a leading role in the organization of strikes
and demonstrations of protest
against the aggressive North Atlantic
agreement, and also in the organization of popular petitions and other
mass measures in defense of peace,
national independence and freedom
af peoples.
Trade unions, however, can do
much more to develop the universal
struggle against the instigators of a
new war and to further the activity
of the camp of the partisans of
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Peace committees at factories and
o & a , for the formation of which
the Paris Peace Congress and the
Milan Trade Union Congress call,
can and should become the central
link in the activity of trade unions
in this sphere. Such committees
have already been set up in many
enterprises in France, Holland, Britain and other countries.
Rallying factory and office workers, irrespective of their nationality,
party or trade-union afliliation, the
peace committoes m w k o m e centers of struggle for universal, unity
of the working people in defense
at peace, democracy and the v i d

interests of the mass of the peopk
exploited by capitalism.
Numerous facts, such as the pdi-'
tion to the U.N.O.Gtncral Assembly in support of the proposals to,
prohibit the atomic weapon and to
reduce armaments of the grmt powe
r petition
~
carrying signatures
of eleven million women from Italy,
Czechoslovakia and the Eastern
Zope of G e r m a n y a k the p d c i pation of women's organizatiom
and of the World Federation of
Democratic Women in the Paris and
Prague Congresses, show what a
serious force in the struggle far
peace are women and their organizations.
The democratic youth of all countries demonstrated its will for peace
and the readiness to struggle for it
at the World Conference of Working Youth held in Warsaw in 1947
and at World Youth congresses and
festivals in 1948 and IW. The
World Federation of Democratic
Youth, rallying in its ranks over
60 million young men and women,
actively champions the cause of
peace.
'
The task of the working class, of
the Communist and Workers' Parties, is to head the peace struggle of
all mass public.associations, to give it
purposdul and effective direction.
To unite broad seaions of the
population in the fight f a peacc,
various forms and methods should
be used: mass demonstrations, meetings, allies, drawing up of petitions
.and protw questionnaires, forma-

don of peace committees in towns
and in the countryside, which, for
example, is widely practiced in
France and Italy.
In carrying out measures in the
struggle for peace it is obviously
impossible to act according to standard. It is necessary to proceed fmm
the concrete conditions in each country, skillfully combining various
forms and methods of the movement with the general tasks.
Having no support among the
masses, the warmongers, as we have
seen, seek to deceive peoples with
all manner of slanderous propaganda. Because of this, the exposure
of the warmongers' propaganda and
the circulation of truthful information concerning their anti-popular activity, should not be in the nature
of a short campaign but should be
conducted day in and day out.
The Communist and Workers'
Parties should counteract the false
and misanthropic propaganda of the
aggressors and their hired gangsters
of the pen with the broadest propaganda of a stable and lasting peace
between peoples, ceaselessly exposing
the aggressive blocs and militarypolitical alliances.
It is necessary widely to explain
that a new war would bring enormous disasters and unprecedented
destruction to the peoples, that the
struggle against war and the defense
of p c e is the cause of all peoples
of the world.
The forces of peace, and above all,

the Communist Parties,should seek
to secure that the propganda of war
and the advocacy of race hatred and
enmity between peoples carried out
by the agents of imperialism, should
meet with sharp condemnation from
all sections of democratic public
opinion; that not a single act of the I
provocateurs of a new war should
remain unanswered in any of their
various forms-including mass boycott of films, newspapers books,
journals, radio companies, organi- ,
zations and leaders propagating war. i
The preparations for a new war
are indissolubly linked with the enslavement of the countries of Europe and of other continents by US.
imperialism.
The Marshall Plan, Western
Union, the North Atlantic Pactall these links in the evil conspiracy
against peace are, at the same time,
links in the chain placed by transatlantic monopolists around the neck
of other peoples.
The duty of Communist and working-class parties in capitalist countries is to merge the struggle for
national independence with the
struggle for peace; tirelessly to expose the anti-national, treacherous
nature of the policy of bourgeois
governments which have become direct lieutenants of US. imperialism; to rally and consolidate all democratic, patriotic forces in each country round the slogans of eliminating
the shameful U.S. bondage, and the
adoption of an independent foreign
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w d home policy corresponding to
the national interests of the peoples.
The Communist and Workers'
Parties should carry high the banner
defending the national independence
and sovereignty of their countries.
The Communist and Workers'
Parties should also rally broad
masses to defend democratic rights
and liberties, tirelessly explaining
to them that the defense of peace
is indissolubly linked with the defense of the- vital interests of the
working class and of all warking
people, that the struggle for peace
is, at the same time, the struggle
against poverty, hunger and fascism.
Particularly important tasks confront the Communist Parties of
France, Italy, Britain, Western Germany and other countries whose peoples the U.S. imperialists wish to
use as cannon f a d e r in realizing
their aggressive plans.
Their duty is to develop, with
even greater energy, the struggle
for peace to frustrate the criminal
designs of the Anglo-American instigators of war.
~ l o n ~ s i dthe
e exposure of the imperialist warmongers and their accomplices, the Communist and
Workers' Parties in the People's
Democracies and the Soviet Union
face the task of further consolidating the camp of peace and Socialism in defending peace and the security of peoples.
A complete exposure of the leaders d the Right-wing Socialist Parti- continues to be the urgent task

of Communist Parties. The course
of events has fdly confirmed the uxi
rectness of the estimate by the fir3
Meeting of the Information Bureau
of the Communist Parties,d Rightwing Socialists carrying out the foul
role of imperialist agents, accomplices of the instigators of a new war,
betrayers of the national interests
of the people, traitors covering their
despicable activity with socialist
phrasemongering and cosmopolitan
rubbish.
That is why, while tirelessly fighting for peace, the Communist and
Workers' Parties should daily expose the Right-wing Socialist chief9
as the worst enemies of peace.
At the same titne, it fs necessary
to develop and consolidate, by all
means, both cooperation and united ;
action in the struggle for peace with 1
the basic organizations and rank '
and file of the Socialist Parties; to
support all genuinely honest elements '
in the ranks of these parties, explaining to them the disastrous nature of
th; policy pursued by reactionary,
Right-wing leaders.
A significant role in realizing
their aggressive plans, particularly
in Central and Southeastern Europe,
is assigned by the Anglo-American
imperialists to the Yugoslav Tito
clique in the espionage service of
the imperialists.
Therefore the task of defending
peace and combatting the warmon&
ers calls for further exposure of this
clique which deserted to the camp
of the worst eaanies of peace, de-

mocracy and Socialism, to the camp forces of the partisans of peace are
of imperialism and fascism.
vastly superior to the forces of re#
* #
action.
Comrades, during the war against
The task is now to consolidate
fascism, the Communist Parties were and develop, even mare, the powathe vanguard of the people's resist- ful movement of the partisans of
ance to the invaders. In the postwar peace, to try to make this movement
period the Communist and Work- universal and ceaselessly to increase
ers' Parties constitute the vanguard the vigilance of peoples in relation to
fighters for the vital interests of their the machinations of imperialist agpeoples, for the cause of peace gressors.
throughout the world.
It is necessary to mobilize all
Guided by them, all the opponents forces of the people for active d e
of a new war, people of labor, science fense of peace-ana for the struggle
and culture, rallied in the powerful against the warmongers. To solve
froat of peace, are capable of frus- this task means finaly to win the
trating the criminal designs of the sacred battle for a stable peace and
imperialists.
for the security of peoples throughThe forces of democracy and the out the world.

RESOLUTION adopted by the Meeting
of the Communist Information Bureau

HAVING
discussed the defense of
peace and the struggle against the
warmongers, the representatives of
the Communist Party of Bulgaria,
the Romanian Workers' Party, Hungarian Workers' Party, Polish United
Workers' Party, Communist Party
of the Soviet Union (Bolsheviks),
French Communist Party, Italian
Communist Party and the Cornmunist Party of Czechoslovakia unanimously reached the following conclusions:

The events of the past two years
fully confirm the correctness of the
analysis qf the international situation given by the first meeting of
the Information Bureau of the Communist and Workers' Parties in Sep
tember 1947.
During this period two lines of
world policy took shape even more
clearly and sharply:-the line of the
democratic, anti-imperialist camp
headed by the USSX., the camp
waging a persistent and consistent
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$tqjgle for pdte between peoples mocracy and Socialism, the
and for democracy; and the line of ing economic crisis, thc
the imperialist, antidemocratic camp sharpening of the general
headed by the US. ruling circles, capidism, the sharpening of the
the camp w h main object is for- ternal and internal contradicti
cibly to establish Anglo-American this system are all evidence
world domination, to enslave other increasing weakening of i m p
countries and peoples, to destroy de- ism.
The change in the correlation
mocracy and to unleash a new war.
Moreover, the aggressive dwaaer forces in the international arena
of the imperialist camp contixiucs to favor of the camp of peace and
grow. Thc ruling circles of the mocracy evokes fierce anger
United States and Britain openly among the. imperialist war
pursue a policy of aggression and
The Angl~American im
preparation for a new war.
hupe, by means of war, to
- IR the struggle against the camp the course of historical develop
of imperialism and war, the forces to solve their external and in
of peace, demomcy and Socialism contradictions and difficulties, to conhave grown in number and strength. solidate the position o£ monopoly
The further growth of the might capital and to gain world dominaof the Soviet Union; the political tion.
and economic consolidation of the
Aware of the fact that time works
People's Democracies and the fact against them the imperialists fevcrthat they have taken the path of ishly and hastily hatch various blocs
building Socialism; the historical vic- and alliances of reactionary form
tory of the Chinese people's revolu- to realize their aggressive plans.
tion over the combined forces of
The entire policy of the Anglohome reaction and US. imperialism; American imperialist bloc serves the
the formation of the Geman Demo- aim of preparing a new war. It finds
cratic Republic; the consolidation of expression in frustrating a peaceful
the Communist Parties; the growth settlement of relations with Gerof the democratic movrment in capi- many and Japan; in completing the
talist countries and the tremendous dismemberment of Germany; in
sulc of the movement of the parti- turning the Western zones of Gersans of p e a c 4 these signify a - many and also Japan occupied by
amsiderable extension and consoli- U.S. troops into centers of fascism,
dation of the anti-imperialist, demo- revenge and springboards for the
cratic camp.
realization of the aggressive plans
At the same time the imperialist, of this bloc.
anti-democratic camp grows weaker.
At the service of this policy is the
'Shc successes of the forces of de- onerous Marshall Plan and its direct

continuation-Western Union and of the monopolies which wax rich
the North Atlantic Military Bloc from the armament race,
The growing economic crisis
aimed against all peace-loving pee
ples; the unrestrained armament race brings even greater poverty, unemin the United States and West-Eure ployment, starvation and fear of
pean countries; the swelling of mili- the morrow to working people in
tary budgets and the, extension of the capitalist countries.
the network of American military
At the same time the policy of
bases.
war preparations is b u n d up with
This policy also finds expression contiLuOus encroachments of -ruling
in the refusal of the Anglo-Ameri- imperialist circles on the elementary
can bloc to prohibit the atomic weap rights and democratic liberties of
on despite the fiasco of the myth of the mass of the people; with inU.S. atomic monopoly, and in whip creased reaction in all spheres of pubping up war hysteria by all means. lic, political and ideological life;
with the application of fascist methThis policy determines the entire ods of reprisals in relation to progresline of the AngleAmerican bloc in sive and democratic forces of the
the United Nations Organization, a peoples.
line aimed at undermining U.N.O.
By these measures the imperialist
and making it a weapon of US. mo- bourgeoisie seek to prepare the rear
nopolies.
for a predatory war.
The policy of unleashing a new
Thus, similar to the fascist aggreswar by the imperialists found ex- sors, the Anglo-American bloc prepression also i n the conspiracy ex- pars a new war in all directions:
posed at the R a j k - B d o v trial in military-strategical measures, politiBu&pest, the conspiracy
organized cal pressure and blackmail, economic
by Anglo-American circles -against expansion and enslavement of peothc people's Democracies and the ples, ideological stupifying of the
Soviet Union with the help of the masses and intensified reaction.
fascist, nationalist, Tito clique which
The US. imperialist chiefs draw
has become an agency
- of iniernationup their plans of unleashing a new
a1 imperialist reaction.
world war and of gaining world
The policy of preparing a new domination without tSkkihg-into acwar means, for the mass of the peo- count the real correlation of forces
ple in the capitalist countries, the between the camp of imperialism and
continuous growth of an unbearable the camp of Socialism.
Their plans for world domination
tax burden, the growth of poverty
of the working people alongside a are even more groundless and adfantastic growth in the super-profits venturous than those of the Hitlerf 291
-
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itcs and the Japanvr imperialists.
fighters against the menace of
The US. imperialists obviously
The movement of the
overestimate their strength and un- of peace shows clearly that
derestimate the growing power and of the people are taking
organization of the anti-imperialist of defending peace into
camp.
hands, thus demonstratin
The present historical situation bending will to uphold the cause aE
differs radically from the situation peace and prevent war.
in which World War Two was preHowever, it would be erroneouk
pared. Under the present interna- and harmful for the cause of peace
tional conditions it is incomparably to under-estimate the danger of thq
more difiicult for the warmongers new war now being prepared by im7,
to realize their sanguinary desiVp.
perialist powers headed by thq
"The horrors of the recent war United States of America and Briti
are too fresh in the minds of the ain.
people, and the social forces standing
The enormous growth of the forc&
for peace are too great for the Chur- in the camp of democracy and Se
chill disciples of aggression to over- cialism should not give rise to any.
come them and turn them toward complacency in the ranks of genua new war" (J. Stalin).
ine champions of peace.
Peoples do not want war and hate
It would be a profound and unforit. They are increasingly realizing givable delusion to think the dangei
into what a horrible abyss the im- of war has diminished.
perialists try to plunge them.
Historical experience teaches that
The tireless struggle of the Soviet the more hopeless things are for imUnion, the People's Democracies perialist reaction, the more it rages
and the international working class and the greater the danger of miliand democratic movements for peace, tary adventures.
keedom and independence of the
Only the greatest vigilance of the '
peoples and against the instigators peoples, and their firm determination.,
of war, meets daily with increasingly actively to fight by all means and .
powerful support from the broadest ways for peace will secure the failure
strata of the population in all coun- of the criminal designs of the institries throughout the world.
gators of a new war.
Hence, the development of a
Under the conditions of the growmighty movement of the partisans ing danger of a new war the Comof peace. This movement, rallying munist and Workers' Parties bear a
in its ranks over 600 million peo- great historical responsibility.
The struggle for a stable and lastple, is growing and extending, embracing all countries of the world ing peace, for the organization and
and drawing into its ranks ever new consolidation of the forces of peace
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against the forces of war should now
become the pivot of the entire activity of the Communist Parties and
dimocratic organizations.
To carry out the great and noble
task of saving mankind from the
danger of a new war, representatives
of the Communist and Workers'
Parties see the following as their
vital tasks:
I. To work even more persistently
to consolidate organizationally and
extend the movement of the partisans
of peace, drawing new sections of the
population into this movement and
making it universal.
Particular attention should be devoted to drawing into this movement
trade unions, women's, youth, coop
erative, sports, cultural, educational,
religious and other organizations,
and also scientists, writers, journalists, cultural workers, parliamentary
and other political and public leaders
who act in defense of peace and
against war.
Today the task of rallying all genuine peace supporters, regardless of
religious beliefs, political views and
party affiliation on the broadest platform in the struggle for peace and
against the danger of a new war
threatening mankind, arises with
particular urgency.
2. Of decisive significance for the
further development of the movement of the partisans of peace is the
ever more active participation of the
working class in this movement, its
consolidation and the unity of its
ranks.

Therefore the paramount task of
the Communist and Workers' Parties is to draw the broadest sections
of the working class into the ranks
of the fighters for peace; secure firm
working-class unity, to organize joint
actions of various sections of the proletariat on the basis of a common
struggle for peace and for the national independence of their countries.
3. Working class unity can be won
only in a resolute struggle against
Right-Wing Socialist disrupters and
disorganizers of the working-class
movement.
Right-Wing Socialists like Bevin,
Attlee, Blum, Guy Mollet, Spaak,
Schumacher, Renner, Saragat, and
reactionary trade union leaders like
Green, Carey and Deakin carrying
out a splitting, anti-popular policy
are the main enemies of the unity of
the working class; they are accomplices of the warmongers and servants of imperialism who cover their
treachery with pseudo-Socialist, cosmopolitan phrase-mongering.
While tirelessly fighting for peace,
the Communist and Workers' Parties must daily expose the RightWing Socialist chieftains as the worst
enemies of peace.
It is necessary to develop and consolidate in every way cooperation
and united action with basic orpaniiations and with rank and file
bers of the Socialist Parties; to support all genuinely honest elements &
the ranks of these parties, explaining
to them the disastrous nature of the
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by reac'tionary d i h t st and Workers' Pares should contrast the misanthropic
opaganda of the aggressors striving
turn Europe and Asia into a saninary field bf war with the broadest
ropaganda of a stable and lasting
ce between the peoples.
should ceaselessly expose agblocs and military-political
ces (especially Western Union
the North Atlantic bloc); they
also explain that a new war
bring untold disasters and
ossal destruction to the peoples
nd that the struggle against war and
he defense of peace is the cause
1 peoples in the world.
ecessary to insure that war
aganda and the preaching of
hatred and enmity between pee
made by agents of Anglo-Ameran im~erialismshould meet with
sharp cindemnation by all sections
of democratic public opinion in every
country.
It is necessary also to secure that
not a single statement by propagandists of a new war should be left
unanswered by genuine supporters
of peace.
5. New and effective forms of mass
struggle for peace must be widely
applied - forms which have completely justified themselves, such as
peace committees in town and countryside, the signing of petitions and
protests, the questionnaire widely
used in France and Italy.

--

policy of bourgeois governmen
which have become direct lieutenants of aggressive US. imperialism;
to rally and consolidate all deme
cratic patriotic forces of the country
around slogans of ending the shameful bondage expressing itself in servile subordination to U.S. m o n o p
lies and of returning to an independent foreign and home policy corresponding to the national interests of
the peoples.
It is necessary to unite the broadest
masses of the people in the capitalist
countries to defend democratic rights
and liberties, tirelessly explaining to
them that the defense of peace is indissolubly linked with the defense of
the vital interests of the working
class and the working people, with
the defense of their economic and
political rights.
Important tasks confront the Communist Parties of France, Italy, Britain, Western Germany and other

countries whose peoples the US. imperialists want to use as cannon fodder in realizing their aggressive plans.
Their duty is to unfold with even
greater energy the struggle for peace,
to frustrate the criminal designs of
the Anglo-American warmongers.
7. Alongside the exposure of the
imperialist warmongers and their accomplices, the Communist and
Workers' Parties in the Peoples' Democracies and the Soviet Union face
the task of further consolidating the
camp of peace and Socialism in the
cause of defending peace and the
security of peoples.
8. A considerable role in the realization of their aggressive plans, particularly in Central and South-East
Europe, is assigned by Anglo-American imperialists to the nationalist
Tito clique which is in the espionage
service of the imperialists.
The task of defending peace and
of combatting the warmongers, demands the further exposure of this
clique which has deserted to the
camp of the inveterate enemies of
peace, democracy and Socialism, to
the camp of imperialism and fascism.

I

For the first time in the history of
mankind an organized p c e front
has appeared, headed by the Soviet
Union, the bulwark and standardbearer of peace throughout the
world.
Reaching out to ever wider mof the people in the capitalist coun-

tries is the courageous call of the
Communist Parties declaring that
the peoples will never go to war
against the first socialist country in
the world, against the Soviet Union.
During the war against fascism
the Communist Parties were in the
van of the popular resistance struggle against the invaders; in the postwar years the Communist and
Workers' Parties are the front rank
fighters for the vital interests of their
peoples against a new war.
Rallied under the leadership of the
working class, all opponents of another war-people of labor, science
and culture--are forming a powerful peace front capable of frustrating
the criminal designs of the impcrialists.
Upon the energy and initiative of
the Communist Parties depends
largely the outcome of the ever-extending titanic struggle for peace;
on Communists, as vanguard fighters, depends above all the transforming of this possibility of frustrating
the plans of the warmongers into
reality.
The forces of democracy and the
partisans of peace are greatly superior
to the forces of reaction.
The job is now to raise to higher
levels the vigilance of the peoples in
relation to the instigators of
, to organize and rally the broad
masses of the people for active defense of the cause of peace, fot the
sake of the vital interests of the peopla, for life and liberty.
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Working Class Unity and
the Tasks of the Communist
and Workers' Parties
REPORT h PaZmiro Tortiatti
umns against the fascists and fo
eign invaders.
COMRADES,
the, cause of workingThe workers
Communists
class unity throughout Europe has Socialists, democrats and
made great strides forward during c a w to know each other,
the period since the victorious con- conscious of the need to
clusion of World War Two.
upon the conclusion of the war, joint
In the course of World War TWO, work for the destruction of the remthe working class acquired great p~ nants of fascism, for the creation of
lidcd experience. The forces of de- a new, free and peace-loving society
mocracy succeeded in defeating and which would secure the independdestroying German imperialism and ence of all nations and social
faxism thanks only to their unity,
The decisions of the international
the policy of unity in struggle against conferences held in Teheran, Yalta,
Hitlerism consistently pursued by and Potsdam and the setting up of
the Soviet Union, and, in particular, the United Nations Organization
the victory achieved above all, thanks gave grounds for the hope that the
to the heroic &orts of the Soviet great world powers, 'which had
people and their Army-all this had worked together for victory during
a profound eflect on the workers and the war, w ~ u l dcontinue to cooperate
peoples of the world.
for the purpose of securing peace
In the course of the war, workers throughout the world.
and toilers of all political c6nvicdons '
hi;: hope strengthened still more
in the mi+in countries of Europe, re- the strivings toward class unity and
sponding to the insistent call of the toward unity of the peoples in sepCommunists, united in order to fighc arate countries and on a world scale,.
together in the armed partisan colSuccess on the way to unity was

-
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more rapid and all-embraAng in
those parts of Europe where the presence of the Soviet troops resdted in
a situation in which reactionary forces
were unable to raise their heads.
Thcre the Communists and Socialists
reached agreement concerning unity
in action and created broad national
front organizations. The trade unions
were reorganized on a basis of unity.
This enabled representatives of the
working class to play an important
role in thk governments. It became
possible to undertake the necessary
measures for the destruction of the
remnants of fascism and to deprive
fascism of the possibility of rebirth.
Nationalization of industry was
begun; vital agrarian reforms were
carried out; the State apparatus was
democratized; a policy of peace and
cooperation between , peoples. and
friendship with the Soviet Union
was pursued.
And also in those countries, which
after victory were occupied by AngloAmerican troops and governed by
foreign military authorities who,
from the very beginning, orientated
toward the restbration of the old
reactionary capitalism and openly
supported the c'onservative bourgeoisie and even fascism-iq those
countries alsq the working class
movement was re-orgaqized on a
unity basis.
Agreement was reached between
Communists and Socialists for united
action.' , n e trade unions enroll$
workipg 'pebplc of all political
shades and, under mass ' pressure,

the question of forming a united
political party of the working c k s
was widely dkussed.
The unity successes, undoubtedly,
exercised a favorable &ect in improving the economic and political
situation of the working class; they
contributed to the appearance in
Parliament of large groups of deputies representing workers' parties;
enabled &e Communist parties-the
most insistent champions of unity
--to make great progress in a num:
ber of countries tchvard winning the
majority of the working class.
A big victory in the struggle for
unity was the setting-up of a united
international trade union organization-the
World Federation* of
Trade Unions (W.F.T.U.)
In this organization for the first
time in' the history of the working
class, the trade unions of the Soviet
Union united with the trade unions
in all countries in capitalist Europe, in the New Democracies, in
America, China, and the colonial
countries.
The W.F.T.U. elaborated a deme
cratic platform for defense of the
economic interests of the working
people, for winning and defending
political and trade union rights, for
coordinated resistance and struggle
by the working people of the world
against any attempt of the imperialists to involve the world in a new
war.
In addition to the W.F.T.U. there
arose poweirful international unity
movements, uniting workers and

.

toilqs of all parties andof non-party renewed under the
affiliation-4e World Federation of on two fronts," that
Democratic Women,the World Fcd- need to organize a
between the camp of
aation of Democratic Youth, etc.
the camp of imperialism, w
n.
would preserve a "balance" and
vent them from clashing.
The job of splitting the moveThis ideology of the "Third Forc
mcnt for unity in the ranks of the is, at the very first glance, a cru
working class was assigned by the deception. What "Third Way"
bourgeoisie to the RightSocial Dun- there be for the sincere Soc
ocrats and the parties led by them. between the interests of the wor
At a time when, as a consequence class and toiling masses and the
of the war, the general crisis of upi- terestr of monopoly capitalism
talism deepened, when the prestige the privileged castes? It is i m p s
and strength of the Soviet Union to stand "half-way" between the
had grown enormously, when new viet Union, pursuing a consist
countries in Europe abandoned the peace policy, and the
capitalist system and took the road who are poisoning the
of Socialism-at this moment the vocating and provoking a
help of Social Democracy was es- conflict.
The false theory of a "Th
sential for the temporary salvation
of capitalism and imperialism.
Force" is nothing more than an
Social Democracy once more acted strurncnt utilized by
as a bourgeois party in the ranks of Social Democrats
the working class. The Right Social work, who link the land of
Democrats acted as "faithful helpers ism with the leading groups
d the imperialists, spreading corrup perialists and wa
tion in the ranks of the working class, United States and
poisoning its consdourness!' (kDoing their ignoble wor
laration of Meeting of Reprcsenta- apostles of the "Third Forces'
tives of a number of Communist make it possible to say that in
separate country they are "ho
Parties, Sept. 1947.)
After a brief interval, when the and loyal administratorss' of
leaders of a number of Social Demo- t a a s of the capitalist bou
uatic parties toyed with the idea of and faithful servants of imper~
unity with the obvious aim of mak- in international affairs.
ing sure that leadership of the workIt su$cal for the imperialis
as' movement did not pass corn- and in the first place, the
p l d y into the hands of Canmu- circles in the US.A., to t a r
nists, the struggle against unity was agreements reached at the cn
f 361

the war; to renounce the policy of
international democratic cooperation
and embark on the "cold war"
against the Soviet Union and the
New Democracies; for the Right Soial Democrats and for the Parties
led by &em, without my rcservations, to attach .thanselves to the
front of imperialism.
They substituted advocacy of the
neutral, sc~alled "Third Force"
and blended it with the old opportunist, anti-Marxist and anti-scientific theory of the change from "national" capitalism to a superupitdist organization, which should be
modeled on, and led by, American
monopoly capital.
In this way the arrogant expansionist tendencies of the United
States, the taking over of political
and military bases with the aim of
wiping out the independence of nations and preparing for a new war,
the sacrificing of the sonomic interests of Marshallized countries to the
exclusive interests d the big American rnonopolia, and the repeated
attempts to organize an American
world e m p i r d e s e are sharnclessly
presented as thc way to overcome
the internal contradictions of capitalism.
The Iast remnants of respect for
the interests and traditions of individual nations are being liquidated;
American imperialism becomes the
ideal and leader of the Social Democrats; in its name and in its inter00 a sham "Europeanism" and COPmopditanism arc propagated, which

have nothing in common with the
solidarity of peoples and p r o l e
Socialist internationalism.
Proletarian, Socialist internationalism constitutes the basis, for the
solidarity of the working people and
cooperation between the peoples in
defending their independence from
the machinations of imperialism, in
defending peace. It teaches the workers in each country to unite in the
struggle against the power of capital, in order to effect the transition
to Socialist amnomy. It teaches the
working class and the paoplca to
develop international solidarity with
the aim of making the struggle for
peace more effective, of isolating the
provocateurs of a new war and rendering them harmless.
Proletarian internationalism teacha
the workers and the peoples that in
the struggle for democracy, for national independence and for peace,
they must follow the great example
of the Soviet Union, the peoples
of which, led by the heroic Party of
Bolsheviks, by Lenin and Stalin,
have built a new society. triumphed
over imperialism and transformed
their country into a great Socialist
power, indicating to all peoples the
true way to democracy, Socialism
and peace.
On the other hand, the cosmopoitanism and "Europeanismn of the
Social Democrats is a propaganda
weapon of imperialism aimed at mi*
leading the peoples, at splitting their
ranks and turning than into slaves.
Actually, while talking about a
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'Utd'' EA;Vope, the - agents of
AmakPn i m p ~ i are
b striving to
disrupt cooperation between the
l a of Eumpe, to erect bvricrs

E
een them with the aim of isoking the Sovietunion and the New
Ilemtkr,As foreseen by Lenin, the '%um
pemism" d tht Social .:Dunocr;lu
pursues the sole aim of how, j d y ,
to strangle socialism in Europe and
jointly - to preserve their colonies. .
The confused slogan about organizhg a "Parliament of Europe" ~r a
"World Goverment" is but s miserable carnodage, designed to con.
ceal ftom the peoples the methods
of plundering them in the interests
of American imperialism.
Hatred in relation to the Soviet
Union and the New Democracies
which committed the "crime" of
abandonkg capitalism andraking the
road of Socialism is the main f e a m
of.all Right,Social Democrats.
They appreciate that the advance
of Socialism throGghout the wmldmeans the!-end, so far as they are
concerned.
They -anpeddlers and propagandists of the most base lies and slandd, manufactured and circulated
with .the aim of :discrediting and isolating the camp of Socialism.
,They resort to every nieans in the
attempt to undermine the loyalty
and wust which the workers &d all
toilers repose .in the Soviet Union
and in .its 'leaders.
,
Th* were the fir* to take UP the
G h d s l a p calling for a new
+

"+

i

crusade lgPinst the lend of Sociaism. They are the iddogical spokesmen of the political and military>

blocs being organized by the imperalists in preparation for this erusadc Collaborating with the intelligence services of the imperialist
countries in attempts to shatter the
front of the Socialist countries, they
embraced with open arms the Tito
clique of spies i d provocateurs.
In all that today constitutes the
basic ideological positions of Social
Drmocracy &ere is nothing of SOcialism or Q$ tbc spirit of demdoracy.
These positions constitute outright
betrayal of the cause of the independence of peoples, democracy and
social progress;+;md treachery to the
cause of peace:
111.

Corresponding to these antidemocratic and anti-socialist positions, the
parties led by the Bight Social Demo)
ocrats have pursued, and are pursuing nav, in the sphere of inierna-tional relations a policy which
everywhere and in all aspe& openly
coincides with the policy of American imperialism.
Thev are the most ardent sus
porters,of atomic diplomacy and the
cold war again&-the countries of Socialism, propagandists of the Marshall Plan and o£ turning the coun~ e colotries of Western ~ u r o into
nial or semi-colonial,markits for the
krge4scale' industq ancZ agricdtare
sf he United*S-s.
.
d
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From supporting the Marshall and the revolutionary b s a a t move-

Plan they, without hesitating, sup- ment.
In France it was the Socialists
ported the military pacts and pilingup of armaments dictated to the who started the war against ViaEuropean countries by American Nam and who jusufy the fearful
repression in Madagascar. In Holimperialism.
In France the socialist, Leon Blum, land it was the Socialists who prewas in the vanguard of the campaign pared and who continue aggression
of hatred in relation to the Cornmu- against the national movement in
nists who declarkd that the French Indonesia.
In the sphere of economic poiicy
people would never agree to, fight'
in a war against the Soviet Union the efforts of Social Democracy are
directed toward bringing Western
and the New Democracies.
In Italy, the Saragat Social Demo- Europe into the orbit of American
crats discarded their fig-leaf of de- imperialist economy to enable the
big American monopolies and their
manding a policy of neutrality.
In Norway the Social Democrats agents, the European capitalists, to
supported the rejection of the Soviet make the working people of Europe
proposal .for a non-aggression pact. bear the consequences of the war
Everywhere people pursuing the and the new economic crisis.
Wherever the Social Democrats
criminal policy of war, from Bevin
to Spaak, from Leon B l v to Sara- are in power, the conditions of the
gat and Schumacher, were produced workers are steadily worsening, unemployment grows, the social gains
by social Democracy.
In relation to the colonial peoples, of the workers are threatened, while
Right-wing Social Democracy was, capitalist profits continue to rise.
Consigned to oblivion are all, even
and is, the inspirer, as well as the direct executor of aggression, oppres- the most insignificant, reforms of the.
sion and naked war against the pee economic structure.
The nationalization carried out
ples fighting for liberation.
The British Laborites are waging in Britain has done nothing toward
predatory war against the peoples of clearing the way for the building of
Malaya and Burma, they compel a new, Socialist society and has not
the murder of leaders of the national contributed to the destruction of the
economic power of the financial oliliberation movement of these pples and of the peoples in the Near garchy.
In France, and in most of the
East, they support reactionary groups
of the Indian bourgeoisie in order other countries of Western Europe,
to keep the Indian people, divided, the SociG Democrat?, taking their
and they resort to violence in sup- cue from the Laborites, supported
pressing the Comhunist movement the devaluation of European curE391

rencies dictated by the American
capitalists as a means of a further
lowering of the living standards of
the working people of Europe.
In the sphere of domestic policy
the Social Democrats willingly consent to, and themselves carry out,
antidemocratic and reactionary
measures, to which capitalists in all
countries today resort in an attempt
to wreck the organizations and struggles of the workers and to put the
finishing touch to their war preparations.
On the order of the Socialist minister in France, fire was opened on
workers who were on strike for
their just trade-union demands.
British Laborites, violating the
right to strike, declared an emergency situation to break the dockers'
strike.
In Finland, the government, led by
Socialists, used police against the
trade-union movement to provoke
a split in trade unions.
In Italy, Saragat and his accomplices back wholeheartedly the clerical minister of police when killing
workers and persecuting partisans.
Enemies of any policy of working
class and democratic unity, the Socia1 Democratic parties were unable
to resurrect, even formally, any kind
of united international body which
would replace the defunct Second
International.
Acting on the direct instructions
of the imperialists they sought to
disrupt the united trade-union movement, the W.F.T.U.

"Comism," designed simply as a
bureau for the summoning of international socialist conferences, showed
life only in a series of attempts to
organize or deepen the rift in the
workers' movement at the international level and in individual countries.
The British Laborites, having de
signed "Comisco" as an instrument
of their imperialist policy, utilized
it to try to get the Socialist parties
in the New Democracies to relinquish cooperation with the Communist Parties, and to disrupt united
action between Communist and Socialist Parties in Italy.
These maneuvers failed. Honest
Socialists in the New Democracies
broke with this sham Social-Democratic body and remained true to
the cause of unity.
Such a large Party as the Italian
Socialist Party adheres to its unity
stand, to its class position, and, so
far, all the maneuvers against it by
the Right-wing Social Democrats
and by Centrists, under the false slogan of "Socialist Unity," have failed,
since it is ever more clear to all
honest Socialists that the Rights
merely try to impose on the working
people of Italy the oppression of the
De Gasperi clerical Government and
of British and American imperialism.
The splitting blow against the
W.F.T.U. was delivered by the British Laborites who? with the help
of American trade-union bureaucrats and in the name of the British
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Trades Union Congress, put forward
the absurd demand that the
W.F.T.U. should dissolve itself.
This undignified drive against
unity was completely exposed by the
majority of. the unions a$liated to
the W.F.T.U. which functions as before, uniting in its ranks over 70
million members.
The offensive against the unity
of the trade unions continues in
France and Italy. But in both countries the overwhelming majority of
the workers' organizations remain
in the ranks of their united trade
unions, and, despite the efforts of
the architects of the split, the Social
Democrats and the Clericals have
succeeded in attracting to their side
only insignificant minorities.

IV.
Decisive successes in realizing
unity of the working class and democratic forces were achieved in the
New Democracies, particularly after
the setting up of the Information
Bureau and the publication of the
Declaration of the Meeting of a
number of Communist Parties.
Working~lassunity in those countries was an outcome of victory over
the Hitler invaders, over their agents
and collaborators, an outcome of the
democratic policy of the Soviet power, of the strivings of the masses
to secure profound-economic and political reforms, of the need to defend
the independehce and future of those

countr* from the machinations and
threats of the imperialists.
The Communist Parties waged
a consistent struggle for unity in
close contact with the masses, basing themselves on the best traditions of the Marxist workers' movement in each of those countries and
on the positive experience of the
united front struggle against fascism.
On the other hand, in the Socialist
Parties-in connection with the intensified struggle against the remnants of fascism and for the necessary social re-organization-the differences were accentuated between
the sincere friends of unity and Socialism and the old opportunists,
former allies, and accomplices of
the reactionary bourgeoisie who
were ready once again to play their
role of agents of capitalism and imperialism in the ranks of the workers.
Advocating a return to "Western
bourgeois democracy," that is, to traditional reactionary capitalism, and
utilizing narrow party chauvinism,
etc., the Right Social Democrats sabotaged cooperation with the Communists, put obstacles in the way of'
carrying out the necessary and promised economic reforms, renewed contact once more with home and international reaction, went into the
service of British Laborites and
American imperialists and c o l l k
rated with the Anglo-American intelligence services for the purpose
of breaking the unity of the workers and of the people and of fur-

'

thering the interests of imperialism. great victory for the cause of unity.
The instigators of a new war sufFurther success along the road
to unity and in strengthening Peo- fered a defeat of the first order. The
ple's Democracy could be achieved parties of the working class became
only by open, resolute struggle the basic elements of the people's
against the Right Soda1 Democrats; power, the firm basis for the alliance
in exposing, isolating and ousting between work& and peasants, the
them from leading positions; in clear- leading force in building Socialist
ing them out of the Socialist Par- society.
ties.
V.
This task was solved, although
sometimes slowly and irresolutely,
The first and main task not only
by the Lcft Socialists with the active
of Communists, but of all sincere
support of the Communists.
In this struggle against Right Socialists and democrats, is that they
Social Democracy, the Socialist Par- should understand that, at the prcsties in the New Democracies, re-in- ent moment, unity of the working
vigorated and politically tempered, class is more necessary than ever
renewed contact with the working before in order to frustrate imperialclass and resolutely turned toward ist preparations for a new war, to prerealizing the political unity of the vent the destruction of democratic
rights, and to realize the social reproletariat.
At the same & it became clear forms necessary to defend and irnthat this unity could not be achieved prove the living standards of the
by means of an absurd compromise working people.
Splitting and dispersing the forces
between Marxism and the various
opportunist tendencies but only on of the working class opens the way
the basis of Marxist-Leninist teach- to the enemies of the independence
ing.
of the peoples.
Workingelass unity represents a
Precisely in ideological and political struggle to uphold and spread reliable bulwark for the combined
this teaching among the working efforts of all who wish to preserve
class did the Copmunist and Work- this independence.
Attempts to restore reactionary,
ers' Parties in all People's Democracies succeed in rallying in the ranks fascist-type regimes can be defeated
of united political class organiza- more easily if the masses of the
tions, all the advanced forces of the ple rally round the united working
proletariat.
class.
The working class can fulfill its
The fact that Right Social Democprogressive
role and really counter the
racy in the New Democracies ended
its existence must be regarded as a designs of the imperialists and £asC427

cists only if its forces are united

ranks of' the workhg class, corn-

working class is the all-round exposure of the policies of the Right
Social Democrats who are in the service of imperialism, of their treason
ta the cause of democracy and Socialism.
The Communists must nut waver
in this struggle. At the same time
they must remember that to advane the cause of working-class
unity, it is necessary to engage in
patient day-today explanatory work
among all workers and all toilers,
and particularly among those who
still follow the Right Social Democrats and their parties.
A number of the Communist Parties in the capitalist countries have,
in recent years, made great strides
forward. They have become mass
parties and are heading powerful
movements in which the greater
part of the active ,sections of the
working people are participating.
Others still remain small parties
at a time whcn the Soda1 Democrats
in their countries maiotain strong
influence and strong organizations.
The necessity of consistent struggle
for working-class unity must receive
priority with both one and the other.
The possibilities. and perspectives
of this struggle have improved in recent times in all countries.
The policy of betraying tbe interests of the workers carried out by the
Right-wing Soda1 Democrats gives
rise to discontent and disgust in the

left phrase-mongering and impelling
groups of workers to lave the SOcia1 Democratic Parties.
Contact with these workers and
with the mass of Socialist workers
must be realized above all on the
basis of support for the elementary
demands of the workers, in the
pmess of wage struggles, in cafe
guarding the right to organization
and the right to strike and in the
strugglt! for peace.
In pursuit of these aims it should
be suggested to Socialist workers
that joint committees be formed in
factory, town and village!, which
would provide effective instruments
for achieving working-class uniy
and would contribute to the development of a broad united front from
below.
For the Left groups of Social
Democrats this would be a M d
for activity in which they would
be able to demonstrate whether they
really desire working-class unity or
whether their Left declarations are
but a mask for complicity with Rightwing Social Democrats.
It should finally be borne in mind,
thai even in those countries w h m
class trade unions are extremely developed and Communist Parties have
the nature of mass parties, broad
masses of the working peoplsometimes even the majority of the
working population of these couatries-are not a a t e d ' to any or-

Thc main condition of successful pclling the Social Democratic ladstruggle for the unification of thc ers to disguise themselves under new
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+tion--trade
union, cooperative
or political-and that decisive succases in making these masses more
active and in organizing them can
greatly help to achieve unity.
In the struggle for working-class
unity, particular attention should
be devoted to the mass of Catholic
workers, working people in general
and to their organizations.
In some countries these organizations have acquired great significance
during the past few years and,
where Social Democracy has grown
particularly weak, they try to take
its place to provide mass support for
reactionary bourgeois groups.
In Italy, for example, Catholic
trade unions are stronger than the
small Social Democratic splinter
groups. In Belgium, Austria and
Italy, Catholic parties are the main
bourgeois parties running the State.
However, in all Catholic organizations there can be observed deep
contradictions between the policy of
leading church circles-who are dlies of imperialism and reaction and
enemies of social p r o g r e s ~ n dof
the mass of working people, even
the most backward- who desire
peace and protection of their vital
interests.
This explains the fact that, despite
the repressive measures of church
authorities, Left, progressive tendencks constantly emerge in the C a b
lic movement and instinctively seek
cooperation and unity with the nonCatholic urorking-class movement.
T h e exwmmunication of Commu-

nisu proclaimed by the Jesuits, with
the aim of making such cooperation
and unity impossible, has not changed
the situation since it had no i d u a c e in the ranks of the working
class.
It is necessary for revolutionary
workers to remember that differences
in religious convictions should not
constitute an obstacle to the cause of
the unity of the working people, especially at this time when this unity
is essential to save peace.
In the People's Democracies, where
Communist Parties are in power,
there is no religious struggle. The
freedom of religion and the right to
belong to any denomination is guaranteed for all citizens in these countries, and the democratic power punishes only those who, under false
religious pretexts, act on the orders
of the imperialists to eliminate democratic gains and to prepare war. kg,
The approach to Catholic workeis
with the aim of bringing home to
them the need of working-class unity
should constantly be effected.
This approach should lead to concrete, joint activities in the economic
and social field and in the sphere
of political struggle, to the ccmrdination of struggles for economic demands by class trade unions and
Catholic trade unions (particularly
from below), to the formation of
joint women's, youth committees,
and so on.
The drawing in of the majority of
the Catholic workers and working
people in g
d into a united front
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in defense of peace, £reedom and living standards is one of the conditions for the success of this defense.
Working-class unity is a sound
starting point from which to form
a broad alliance of popular and national forces in every country to resist the war policy of imperialism
and to combat it.
The imperialist warmongers threaten the independence and sovereignty of all nations. To make their task
easier, they endeavor to corrupt and
split the unity of peoples inside each
country.
To this end, large-scale anti-Communist campaigns in a purely fascist
style are launched, hatred of revolutionary workers is advocated, and all
those, though they come from the
middle classes, who do not wish to
become servants of foreign imperialism and strive to save their country from war, are harassed and persecuted.
The task of workers, of their organizations and of the most conscious and influential peace supporters, is to work to increase the number of such genuine democrats and
patriots, to guide them in uniting
their forces to cooperate with all
sections of the people in the interests of independence and unity of
nations.
Until now, broad mass democratic
peace organizations representing all
social strata, youth, women and intellectuals-have shown themselves
to be the best means to carry out this
task.

The') must become a real political force in every country, the basis
of a broad popular movement
capable not only of conducting e£fective propaganda for peace but
also of undertaking political actions
to counteract the machinations of
foreign imperialism and its agents.
The realization of this task can
lead to the overcoming of the split
in the popular forces, a split which
the enemies of unity have been able
to provoke in many countries.
It can create a genuine movement
of democratic and national unity
and also help the peoples to form
governments which would rely on
the d t y of the working class, the
people and the nations; do away
with the policy of preparing a new
war; resist the subordination of their
countries to US.imperialism; defend
the program of peace between peoples; put an end to the armament
race; restore national independence
and sovereignty; and devote themselves to the cause of peach1 economic rehabilitation and the raising
of the living standards of the people.
It is precisely such governments
a n d not governments which behave like slaves of US. imperialism
-that the peoples of France,, Italy
and the whole of capitalist Europe
need particularly today.
Success in the sphere of workingclass unity is the guarantee of achieving this aim.
The Communist Parties in capitalist countries must wage the strug-
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gle for ' workingclass unity to its
victorous end.
This calls for further consolidation of their ranks, the raising of
the idwlogical level of their most
active workers and the mass of rank
and file members, for the greater
mastery of Marxist-Leninist teaching, for more efficient organizational
work and more effective propaganda.
It is necessary ceaselessly and unhesitatingly to struggle against any
manifestation of opportunism and
work strenuously to eliminate sectarianism which seriously hampers the
struggle of Communists for working-class unity.
A most serious danger now threatening Communist Parties is that of
being passive in face of current
events, of surrendering before difficulties, of overestimating the forces
of the enemies of peace and democracy, of failing to realize that the
struggle of the vanguard of the proletariat is of decisive significance
f ~achieving
r
working-class unity and
saving peace, and that success in
this struggle depends above all on
the persistent work of Communists.
The U.S. imperialists, and the reactionary bourgeoisie of all countries, unblushingly utilize the espionage Tito gang to sabotage the struggle for working-class unity, to effect
\

splits and provocation in the ranks
of the Co&unist vanguard.
The results of the Rajk trial are
of paramount significance for all
Communist and Workers' Parties.
They show the need constantly
to increase revolutionary vigilance,
to combat and mercilessly uproot
any vacillations in the struggle
against enemies.
In this way there should be preserved and strengthened the purity
of ow Marxist-Leninist doctrine, the
loyalty of ~o&unists to the cause
of &ty, their devotion to the land
of Socialism--the Soviet Unionto its Party and the great Stalin,
the leader of workers and of all
working people in the struggle for
democracy, Socialism and peace.
The cause of working-class unity
is that of all working people who
do not wish to become servants of
imperialism, who strive to break the
chains of capital, who strive to save
peace and3under peacehl conditions,
to march forward toward a better
future, toward a Socialist society.
The cause of unity is our vital
cause. Due to the selfless work of
Communists and revolutionary
workers the cause of unity of the
working class must, and will, triumph throughout the world.

RESOLUTION adopted by the M e e 6 g
of the Communist Information Bacreaac
I.

THEPREPARATIONS for a new war
carried out by the AngleAmerican
imperialists, the crusade of h r geois reaction against the democratic
rights and the economic interests of
the working class and the mass of
the people call for intensified struggle of the working class to maintain
and consolidate peace and to organize a resolute rebuff to the warmongers and the onslaught of irnperialist reaction.
Unity in the ranks of the working
class is a guarantee of success in this
struggle.
Postwar experience shows that the
policy of splitting the working class
movement forms one of the priorities
in the arsenal of tactics applied by
imperialists to unleash a new war,
to suppress the forces of democracy
and Socialism and drastically to reduce the living standaids of the mass
of the people.
Never before in the history of the
international working class movement has the unity of the working
class, both within individual countries and on a world scale, been of
such decisive sigdicance as at the
present time.
Unity of the working class is essential to safeguard peace; to frustrate
the criminal designs of the war-

mongers; to foil the conspiracy of the
imperialists against democracy and
Socialism; to prevent the establishment of fascist methods of domination; resolutely to rebuff the crusade
of monopoly capital against the vital
interests of the working class and to
secure an improvement in the economic conditions of the working
masses.
The realization of these tasks can
be achieved, above all, on the basis
of rallying the broad mass of the
working class, irrespective of party
affiliation, trade union organization
or religious convictions.
Unity from below-such is the
most effective way to consolidate all
forces of the workers to defend peace
and the national independence of
their countries and to defend the
economic interests and democratic
rights of all working people.
Working class unity is attainable
despite the opposition,of the leading
centers of those trade unions and
parties headed by splitters and the
enemies of unity.
The postwar period has been
marked with big successes in eliminating the split in the working class,
and in rallying the general democratic forces; successes which were
expressed in the formation of the
World Federation of Trade Unions,
the International Federation of D w
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On the direct orders of U.S. and
ocratic Women, the World Federation of Democratic Youth and in the British imperialists, the Right-Wing
convening of the World Peace Con- Socialist and reactionary trade union
leaders split the ranks of the workgress.
Unity successes find expression in a ing class movement from above,
consolidated C.G.T. in France, in seeking to destroy united working
the creation of a united trade union class organizations created in the
federation in Italy, (C.G.T. of I.) postwar period.
They tried to destroy the World
and in the militant actions of the
Federation of Trade Unions from
French and Italian proletariat.
In the People's Democracies his- within; they organized splinter
torical successes in working class groups such as "Force Ouvrikre" in
unity have also been won: united France and the soealled Labor Fedworking class parties, united trade eration in Italy and they now try to
unions, united cooperatives, youth, prepare the formation of a disrupwomen's and other organizations tive international trade union body.
Similar attempts to split the work*
have been established.
This working class unity has played ers were also made by leaders of
a decisive role in the successes Catholic organizations in individual
achieved in the economic and cul- countries.
The characterization of the treachturd advance in the People's Democracies, in securing the leading erous activity of the Right-Wing
role of the working class in the State Socialist leaders as that of most rabid
and in a radical improvement in the enemies of working class unity and
material welfare of the working accomplices of imperialism - a characterization made at the first meetmasses.
All this shows the tremendous de- ing of the Information Bureau of
sire of the working people to con- the Communist Parties -has been
solidate their ranks and shows the fully confirmed.
Today the Right-Wing Socialists
real possiblity of creating a united
working class front against the com- appear not only as the agents of the
lined forces of reaction-from the bourgeoisie of their own countries,
US. imperialists to the Right-Wing but also as agents of US. imperialSocialists.
ism, turning the Social Democratic
US. and British imperialists and parties of European countries into
their satellites in European countries American parties and into direct
strive to split and disorganize the weapons of US. imperialist aggresproletarian and the people's forces sion.
In those countries where Rightgenerally, pinning especial hopes on
the Right-Wing Socialists and reac- Wing Socialists are in the Governtionary trade union leaders.
ment (Britain, France, Austria and
148'1
\

the Scandinavian countries), they
n.
emerge as ardent champions of the
"Marshall Plan," "Western Union,"
The Information Bureau
the "North Atlantic Agreement" and as the cardinal task of
Cornmud
of d other forms of US.expansion. nist Pvtier a tirdess
to
These pMudoSocialists
pa
for^
a
unite
and
organize
all
forces
of
the
in
qrorlflng working class in order to render a
class and democratic organlzauons
powerful r e b d to the insolent claims
which defend the interests of the of Angle.aican impaialism; to
working people.
frustrate its calculations on a new
'lid@
down the path of world war; to
and consolid
h y a l of the interests of the work- date he cause of peace
ing class, democracy and Socialism,
national security; to doom to failure
and having com~letel~
abvldOnedthe
of monopoly
the
doctrine' these Right- on the living standards of the workWing Socialists today appear as ing ma.
champions and advocates of the predIn the present international situaatory ideology of US. imperialism.
tion
it is the duty of the COmRluTheir theories "Demoeratic S*
nist
Parties to explain that if the
cblismw and of the "Third
working
class does not secure unity
their cosmopolitan ravings of the
to give up national sovereignty i" its ranks it will deprive itself of
are nothing but an ideological cover the most im~ormntW V n in the
against the growing dmger
for the aggression of US. and British
of
a
new
world war and against the
imperialism.
onslaught
of imperialist rtSCti0n On
The -ailed Committee of
ternational Socialist C o n f er en c e s the living standards of the working
(COMISCO)- miserable off spring people*
of the Second International which
While waging an irreconcilable
rotted a l i v 4 a s become a rallying and consistent struggle in theory and
point for the most rabid disrupters practice against the Right-Wing Soand disorganizers of the working cialists and reactionary trade union
class movemeat. This organization leaders, and while ruthlessly exposing
from the
has become an espionage center in them a d isolating
the m i c e of the British and US. masses, the Chnmunists must patiently and persistently explain to the
intelligence services.
The unity of the working c h rank-and-file Social-Democratic
can only be won in a resolute atrug- workers the entire significance of the
gle against t h w Right-Wing Soeial- cause of working class unity, dnw
i a disrupters and diaorganiws of them into an active struggle for
the working class movement.
pew, bread, and democratic libcr-~

~
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ties and pursue a policy of joint action to achieve these aims.
A well-tried method to effect the
unity of the working class is the unity
in action of its various detachments.
Coordinate joint actions at individual enterprises, in whole branches of
iddustry, on a town, district, national
and international scale; mobilize the
broadest masses to fight for their immediate and most Ssilv understood
demands, and thus h;lp establish
-anent
unity in the ranks of the
pioletariat.
Working class unified action from
below may find expression in the
establishment of peace comrilittees in
faaoriei and o&-es; in the organization of mass demonstrations against
the warmongers; in joint actions of
workers to defend democratic rights
and improve thdr economic conditions.
Particular attention in the struggle for working class unity should be
devoted to the mass of Catholic
workers and working people generally and to their organizations.
When doing this it should be borne
in mind thai religious convictions
are not an obstacle to unity of the
working people, especially when this
unity is needed to save peace.
Concrete +int actions in the sphere
of economic demands and the-coordination of the struggle by class trade
unions and Catholic trade unions,
etc., can provide effective means of
drawing ~ ~ t h o l workers
ic
into the
general front of the struggle for
peace.
1

,

I

The most important task of tha
Communist Parties in each capitalist country is to do everything in their .'
power to secure trade union unity.
It is of great importance at present
to draw workers who are not pro- j
fessionally organized into trade unions and into active struggle. In up
italist countries such workers consti- 1
tute a considerable section of the
proletariat.
If the Communist Parties get down
to real work among the non-organized workers they will secure great
successes in achieving working class
I
unity.
The Information Bureau is of the
opinion that on the basis of working i
class unity it is essential to achieve i
national unity of all democratic I
forces, to mobilize the broad masses 1
of the people for the struggle against
Anglo-American imperialism and re- ,
action at home.
Of extreme importance is the daytoday work in the mass organizations of the working people: women's, youth, peasant, cooperative and
other bodies. .
The unity of the working class
movement and the consolidation of
all democratic forces is essential not
only to solve the daily tasks of the
working class and of the working
people, it is essential also to solve
the cardinal issues confronting the
proletariat as a class leading the
struggle to abolish the power of monopoly capital, and to reorganize society along socialist lines.
On the basis of successes achieved

1

I

i

I

I

in creating unity in the ranks of the sure and irreconcilable struggle
working class movement, and in the against any manifestation of opporconsolidation of all democratic forces, tunism, sectarianism, and bourgeois
it will become p s i b l e to develop nationalism and the struggle against
the struggle in the capitalist countries the penetration of enemy agents into
for the formation of governments Party ranks.
which would rally all patriotic forces
ThC lessons arising from the expoopposing the enslavement of their sure of the Tit~Rankovicespionage
countries by US. im~rialism-gov- clique urgently demand that the
ernments which would adopt a pol- Communist and Workers' Parties
icy of a stable peace between the should heighten revolutionary vigipeoples, put an end to the armament lance to the maximum.
race and raise the living standards
The agents of the Tito clique a p
of the working people.
pear today as the most rabid disIn the People's Democracies the rupters in the ranks of the working
task of the Communist and Workers' class and of the democratic moveParties is to consolidate even more ment, disrupters carrying out the
the working class unity which has will of the US. imperialists.
been attained and the unity of trade
It is necessary, therefore, resolutely
union, cooperative, women's, youth to combat the machinations of this
and other organizations.
imperialist agency wherever it tries
to be active in the working class and
#
demwatic organizations.
Bureau believes
The organizational and ideologithat further successes in the struggle cal-political consolidation of the Comfor working class unity and the con- munist and Workers' Parties, on the
solidation of democratic forces de- basis of the principles of Marxismpend, above all, on the improvement Leninism, is the most important conof the entire organizational and ideo- dition for a successful struggle of the
logical work of every Communist working class, for the unity of its
and Workers' Party.
ranks, for the cause of peace, for
Of outstanding significance for national independence of its country,
these Parties is the ideological expo- for democracy and Socialism.

T h e Communist Party of
Yugoslavia in the Power
of Murderers and Spies
REPOR
Yugoslavia, pointing out that "such
a nationalist line can only lead to
COMRADES:
Yuplavia's degeneration into an
More than a year has passed since ordinary bourgeois republic, to the
the publication of the historic Reso- loss of its independence, and to its
lution of the Information Bureau transformation into a colony of the
concerning the situation in the Com- imperialist countries."
munist Party of Yugoslavia.
The same scientific insight we find
The course of events in Yugo- in the Resolution's elucidation of the
slavia during this period, the Buda- question of the economic consepest trial, and the provocative ac- quences of the demagogical and adtivity of the Tito delegation at venturous measures taken by Tito's
U.N.O. have fully confirmed the clique with the aim of compromiscorrectness of the Resolution and ing Socialism.
the value of this remarkable theoretiThe Resolution gave powerful s u p
cal and practical document for the
port
to the healthy, revolutionary,
world revolutionary movement
internationalist
in the Y u p
Thc resolution exposed with par- slav Communistelements
P
a
r
t
y
in
the strugticular force and profundity the antigle
against
the
TiteRankovic
fasSoviet and anti-Communist nature
cist
dictatorship.
of the Yugoslav leaders, and also
The spirit of the Resolution has
the fact that they had nothing in
common with Marxism-Leninism or penetrated deeply and still makes itthe principles of proletarian interna- self deeply felt among the m a w
of the Yugoslav people who learnad
tionalism.
With brilliant £oresight, it revealed from thdr own experience tbe ax& rwrca of sthquent events in rccmejs of the estimation of the
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on the issues of peace and war.
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guinary butchers, who
uol of the helm of State.
The Information Bureau Resolation was an historic turning point
in the orientation and activity of the
entire world revolutionary movement.
Thanks to its Marxist-Leninist
ideological clarity and exactitude in
relation to the class struggle under
the conditions that took shape after
World War Two-prticukrly in
Pcopless Dunocracies-the Corn'the
munist and Workers' Parties were
able successfully to combat nationalist deviations in their own ranks
and consolidate their ideological
unity.
The world revolutionary movement was directed with g m t determination along the line of proletarian internationalism.
Communists and the working class
became imbued even more with the
ideology of proletarian internationalism and with the sense that deve
tion to the homeland of Socialism
--the Soviet Union-is the touchstone and critefion of internationalism.
The resolution .concerning the
situation in the Yugoslav Cornmunist Party provided the basis for
numerous victories of the Cornmunist and Workers' Parties.
With its help, the Communist
and Workers' Parties orientated
thernselva in the struggle against
nationaiia deviations and to smngthen proletarian internationalism, and
outlined a dear and resolute policy
,

Comrade Stalin rendered meat
assistance to the international h m mdnist movement. With brilliant
insight, he wirned us of a n u m k
of ideological deviations and confusion and helpad us to fight them
successfully.
This help of Comrade Stalin was
the salvation of many Marxist parties. It enabled them to avoid numerous mistakes in their practical
and theoretical work.
In their declarations on the stand
of the Communist Parties in the
event of imperialist aggression against
the Soviet Union and the People's
Democracies, outstanding leadas of
the international working-class movement Maurice Thorez, Palrniro
Togliatti, Foster and others-expressed the readiness and determination of the working people of their
countries to fight together with the
liberating Soviet Army against imperialist aggressors.
This resolute stand agPirut the
AngleAmerican warmongers met
with a wide response throughout
the world and was an important
stimulus in the struggle of the
massa for pcact.
The Resolution of the bformation Burau resounded as a powerful call for revolutionary vigilance.
It was a reminder of the danger attending those taking the path of
bourgeois nationalism, thsse sinking
into the mire of antiSovietism, a
danger of which Comrade Stalin
warned as long as n years ago.
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An internstioarlist is he, says icy was Th TIlO &q~e's chwgeC a m d e .Stalin, who unrcservadly, o v a to fawkm.
.,
!
witbut myULY.
hesitation, and uncoadiThis clique ha* bartered Yug*
Lirmlly, is lregdy-.to deknd 'the. slavia and the Yugoslav peoples to
USS.R. hecause the U.S.S.R con. the US. , atonopolims,; liquidated .
: stitma the bs.e of .the world rev* State sovereignty, national independ
1 lutimary movement, and to defend, ence and the last remnants of freeto advance this revolutionary move- dom, enabli9hmg a. brutal, Gestaporm is 'bpossiblc 'without defend- type regime.
ly rh ~USS.R. He who thinks
The facts revealed at the Budaia t a s of defending the world pea trial, and io the .People's Rert~~lutionary. movcmant without public of Bulgaria, in the Romanthe USS.R., and against it, goes iao People's Republic and in other
against tevolution . and inevitably Pcople's hmoeracies, clearly show
finds his way into the camp &'the that Tito, Rankovk, Kardelj, Djilas,
d dEttio~;h.(J. V. Stalin, Pijade, Gosnjak,v Maslaric, Bebler,
S3Zecf~d WOT&~
Volume X, p 3r,. Waqovic, Vukmanovic, Kwa Pop
Russian edition.)
.: ovic, Kidric, Neskovic, Zlatic, VeleHaw profoprdy appropriate these bit and others, aad also R a j b B r d words, 6f our grbt teacher souid - ov, Traiho Kosmv, Paaascaau and
t d y l Thc aialecticn of the class their . ilk are the &gents of Angle
s~ugglaare q m ~ i l e s 3. .i
, American imperialis intelligence wrT h e sharmdys and, hypocritical at- vices. ,.
.
t-pt
06 thc ' Tito &que to conceal . Even during World War ,Twoi
its..~ m i 4 W e tmd =ti-Communist '
despicable spies and traitors
position from the w a d ~rcvohtion-,helped the Angl~Arnerican,impcarg snwcimmt bnd:from the w ~ l d n g rialists to prcpitn footholdg to..re&
dam md. working people of Y u p i ~ he e plan of -wdrld domination.
s b h 9 with p h p ,-about building.
This gang of spies, and traitors,
Sacialism , a d abut: the so-called. was brought like the Trojan harm
" r r d ~ p e n d ~ ~ ~ b ein! relaion
" i n tb tho inti^ the .ranks of , the Communist
two camps into whit&. .Fhe-.i~ld
is- and Wo~kw$P ~ m.
. .
Carrying out the orders of .their
now sp& hati s@ffacdaknpitte H1~ r o \ . a evoked
d
& - t l y c a t c r t . & ~ mastew they pursued the criminal
.T$e Tito cli; has
M y . aim of sei~ng leadership in the.'
dt&d 'eve t o , the imperialist: Party md in the State in counaies
iamp of the warmongers and is. whcre tht working clasa W e to
the m i c e : of the US.. imperial- power, of dupprmhg the rcvdutiwiw,
. .
arJ movement and muring the res- .
.The Iogiul~~mnseq~ienct
of this toration of bourgeais domiaadca~
mti=Comu&t a d anti-Soviet pd-In tbs Central. end Southaaern .
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of Europe, liberated by the
Soviet Army, the. bourgeois parties
and bourgeois politicians merged
from the war wiously cornpro-

these gangs, to bring about counterrevolu * nary coups in these countries, wr t them from the Soviet
Union and the entire Socialist camp
and subordinate them to the forces of
.
The pmple's revolutionary forws imperialism.
The Tito clique transfermed Belexposod them and destroytx$thaq politically. World reaction fiercely de- grade into an h i c a n center for
fended its bourgeois agents t h a espionage and anti-Communist propcountries.
aganda.
But it did not restria i ~ l fto
Even during the war, in 1943, the
this, for the bourgeois ,parties and B.B.C., which had supported Mithe Rigbt-wing Social-D-~crats hailovich and the emigre ex-King
were no longer qbk , t h d v a . to Peter's Oovernment, sharply changed
fight against the,people's f-s
led its gone in favor of Tito.
by thc C o m e t and Workers'
Afterwards it became known that
Parties.
there was a British military mission
The imperialists begs to look for attached to the Tito headquarters
new reserva to .restore the capitalist a d that Tito appointed Colonel
regime, to spli~the working dass .(now General) Velebit, an agent
and democratic movement and to of fhe British intelligence service, as
sow amfusion ia ,its ranks,
his representative in I d d o n ;
Lenia drew attention to &.c fact
The imperialist + intrigues began to
that the burgmisic, which hac great come to the swface.
political e~peitienct, tries to find,
At that period, the leadership' of
even in i t s mgst ditfwlt moments, the Yugoslav Communist Party iswhen it seems exhausted, new and sued a political dcclacation-nationunexpected, , q e m e s to ,save itself alist in esseaae4n i e l a b to UaGa
from death.
.;,, . . .
.
donia, calling upon the Maced~dan
The chal~lgcwx~
d th; Tito .clique pa trio^, . at the, height of the striigto fascism is not fortuitous. I t was g l , .todesart the E.A.M. M.;uid place
efEected oa t4c order, of &eir mas- themsa1ras' at .thedispqsd of Tito.
ters, the h g b b e r i w imperialTito's cmissuics, including Vukists, whose macemirim it i s ncm mancnvic, immediately .began, in
dear, this clique has b for. loeg. Macedonia, subversive activities in
The Yugoslav traitors, obeying the Greek Communist Party.
the wiQ of. the iniperi+dists,. uedcr.Churchill sent his son Randolph
took to form in the People's Dc- with a special mission to Tito. Later,
mocracies political gangs consisting h a old readonary and mortal enemy
of reactionaries, natimaligs, clerical of the USS.R met Tito peisonally.
and fascist elements, and relying on : Even at that time Tito and his clique
[5s 3
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enjoyed the particular attention md
confidence of the imperialists. "
..
On the other hand, the ~ p w e
;
by the Yugoslav, General Popivoda,
showed in a true light the conciliatory
attitude of Tito, Rankovic and
,
! others with regard to the Hitler ink - ---waders and the Gestapo, and also
.. .$o their foul betrayal of Yugoslav
, +partisans during the most critical
' ' , i p i o d s of the war.
;: All this fully explains the subse1 , q u m t behavior of the Tito clique.
Por the experience of the workingi
'dw movement teaches us that those
.
,
,who
are once r d t e d by the b u r L.
,bgeoispolice are at its disposal for
;;- , ,.fie rest of their lives.
: The AnglcAmerican imperiallists populariae the foul stand of the
Tito gang, recommending it as an
r.
'mti-Chmmunist recipe on an inter, , . national scale.
1
They also tried to bring the Com" ,
munists of other countries under the
I: r WUC~CC
of Tito. But the plan of
-;thc imperialists turned into a fiasco.
:The ears of the spies of international
18.apital
protruded from h e a t h the
'
*:;"Mar.shal's" hat.
i r +When all genuine friends of
:#"'
typeace, democracy and Socialism sec
i,, ,inthe U.S.S.R. a powerful fortress of
Socialism, a faithful and steadfast de,
fender of the freedom and indepen(
tdence of nations, the principal bul'
. wark of peace, the Tito-Rankovic
!
clique, having attained power under
;,
,. . the mask of friendship with the
,USSA, began, on the orders of the
'
,Anglo-American imperiPlists, a
' ' , . 7ci)llJ F4gl
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campaign of slander and provoam
tion against the Soviet Union, utiliv
sing the most vile calumnies b o r ~ w e d .
from the arsenal of Hitler<~#All the endeavors of the impaidist bourgeoisie to extend the Tito
anti-Soviet, anti-Communist, subversive policy beyond Yugoslavia,
collapsed before the iron unity of
the world proletarian revolutionary
movement.
After the Resolution of the Information Bureau had been issued, the
Belgrade fascist monsters began to
complain that they were allegedly
the victims of injustice.
But their sole aim was to conceal
as long as possible, their shady pzrt
and their contact with Anglo-Amaican imperialism. The Budapest trial
came as a thunderbolt to the Tito
clique
The facts proved that the q u ~
tion was not one of mistakes, but
of a deliberate counter-revolutionary,
antiSoviet, antiCommunist policy
carried out by a gang of spies, pro
fessional informers and agents-pr* I
vouteur with a long record of scrvice in the police and in the appan
tus of the bourgeois intelligence
service.
A large number of the present
Yugoslav leaders were sent by the
Gestapo to Yugoslavia from concentration camps in France as long ago
as XWI.
Thc exposure of the Rajk-Bmkov gang, the trial and the sentence,
should be regarded as a serious SUCc e s for the front of Socialism and

[%I
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Democracy against the designs of impcrialism.
The facts exposed at the Budapest
completely smipped the
from Tito and his clique, revealing
thw before the peoples of Yugoand of the world in their true
colors as old spies and agents-pre
vmteur who penetrated the ranks
of the working<lasa movement as
hired agents of the US. and British
imperialists.
The plans of the US. imperialists
aimed at intimidating and undermining the People's Democracies, at
creating an anti-Soviet bloc in Central and Southeastern Europe - a
bloc in which the Tito clique would
play the
of
detachment:
these are part of the general
strategical plan of imperialism aimed at
fanning a new world war.
That is why the exposure of this
plan was a tremendous defeat for the
warmongers and a
for peace
The transformation of the Tito'hueinto a direct agency
of imperialism and a~complicesof
wallllongers culminated in the
lining up of the Yugoslav Governmerit with the imperialist bloc at
U*N*o~where the Kardeljs* q i l a
and Beblers joined in a united front
with American reiNXi0narieS On vital
matters of international policy.
The foreign policy of the Tito
clique is an antiSoviet policy of the
most foul brand. The Belgrade
counter-tev01utionary agency carries
out the tasks of the imperialist ag-

gressors and the instigators of a new
world war.
to conceal
The fascist tyrants
the nature of tbc Atlatic Pact from
the Yugabv pplta
pact they
would like to jok
Their action% =posed at the
in B ~ d a p a t ,provide ovflwhelming
proof of their active participation
in the realization of the military
P
~ of Sthe AngleAmerican
imp
rialists.
Analyzing the tendencies in the
foreign policy of the Tito clique,
the Communist and Workers' Parties
long ago pointed out that one should
not be surprised if, to curry favor
with his masters, Tito would shortly
create a new theory whereby, not
capitalism and its
nor
imperialism, but Socialism and Cornmunism, are the cause of wars in our
epoch.
And indeed, this has now become
he ,in slogan of the fordgn
policy
of the Yugoslav Government. AH
foreign-policy dslarations of the
grade fascist gang pursue the single
aim-to
slander and smear the
U.S.S.R, and
PaoplePs DemOCraciea
~h~~~ are no imperialias in the
world for the Tito clique. Every assault of the Tito
hatred and malice
the
U.SS&.
the pcopless Democracies.
The AngleAmerican masters d c
manded that their agent Tito should
be more active at the recent session
of U.N.O.
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The immense prestige won by the
Soviet Union wtirria the imperialists. The role assigned by the irnperialists to4 the Tito emissaries in
U.N.O. is to' try to discredit the
main force of p e a c d e Soviet
Union-and to create a smokescreen
which would make it impossible to
see that the Anglo-American imperialists a n the instigators of war.
The subversive Tito emissaries
spare no efforts to compromise the
mutual relations of a new typethe Socialist mutual relations between the U.SS.R and the People's
Democracies, based on equality and
community of interests.
These relations become a center
of attraction for all peoples who desire pace d freedom, for the peoples of &untrics now the sobordinate vassals of US. imperialism.
.But the raving Tito clique proves
to be impotent when faced by facts.
It w& thanks only to Socialist
assistance £rmthe USSR. that "the
Pebple's Democratic Republics have
entered that phase when the pcople,
having experienced the joy of a free
and independent life, fcel themselves
maste~sof thdr ~ & ~ d t rand
y , dedicate all their energy to promoting
its strength and progress" (G. M.
Malenkov, Report [deliveredLat h e
Meeting of the Moscow Soviet on
the occasion of the p n d Anniversary
of the Great October Socialist Rev*
lution], November 6, 1949).
At the same time the economy
of the US. faces a catmophic crisis
which. will drag down with i d
'

all countries that cast their lot with

i including also Yugoslavia.
At the recent session of U.N.O. the
Tito clique fully revealed itself. It
became clear who stands behind it
and whom it serves.
Tito zealously carries out all orders of his masters. There are no
national interests which Tito would
not betray on the orders of Wash-,
ingtrm.
In an article entitled, "United
States of America will demandppolitical concessions from Tito,". the
Belgrade correspondent of the Nnu
York H d Tribune declared, as
long ago as last June, that change%
would take place in the stand of the
Yugoslav Government on the quet
tion of demands to Austria, on Tria t e and the Greek partisans.
The imperialist servant, Judas
Tito, carried out the orders of his
masters, to the dot. He abandoned
Slovene Carinthia apd hampers a
just solution of Yugpslav interests in
Trieste.
.
As for Greece, Achcson in. his
speech at the opening of the U.N.O.
General kuembly, stressed the
change in the attitude of the treacherous Yugoslav Government.
This c~mpelledthe London Times
to point out that in his foreign poliiy Tito had removed some obstacles
which hampered the establishment
of economic relations with the Western powers.
In rhc language of the capital;sts
this means that it is pobible to send
Tito the dollars requested by him.
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,hihome policy+,ti16 &eb outcome dcprivhg Yuphvia d tbe+buff-rk
of the d v i t y 06..rhe aeachvous for buildling bialiand W ~ W
it
Tito-Rnkovvic clique is ~thc.actual has sabotdinatad+the country, SCD
Eqlilidation of the People's:.Demo- .riomically and politically to b g b .y

American imperialim
Recent events show that thu Y u p
- of the -Tito;.Wanh* I6kque alav Government :.is completely . dew M 7 oarpiad pwm in ::&tbe. Party pendent on ford* .imperialist'cimlw
a d ; has become an ~~~~~nt d
and in the State, an &&in&hist,
police. statt, k i s t - t y p i mgimd has their aggressive policy, which.hib r e
beaa installed irr Yugt&vig l l - -r&edf in the liquidatio~ ofa.in&The wrd basis of tdrir.
can- .p&nce of the\ Y a & ~ h vRcp(ib&~.
sisw of~Wakk in thr ~ m y s i d e h m d 'l%k Central Committeeof ihe .P&capitalist clunehti (in,
.ihe* toms; ;In ty and the Government. of Y u ~
hlscrio.~havs'm&@ completely &th
& !powor ia Prrg6~lavia.is
hhdd of anciLpopul&, ,rwtidamy imperialist1 drds a g s h ~the
~1-t~.
. '
. *
..
&pofi80~ialisdi m d i d m q ,
Active nwdxrs:.d the dd : both- 'against thc & & . d g t
M e s d die
geois p d w , .kulaks4and .ocher me- ,w&d, against the;New Demmacies
mia!of Reo@s~ h m a a y , are.ac- and .the.US.S.R.
tive in,& n d and local govcmmzht
Tito and Rankovic wage a & e m
b&.
term .in the countr$. Any, free a?'.he:top fascist rulers rely on an pression of progre&vc, &mocktitic
cnmmauly swollen ~ t a r y C p o ~ cviews
e
brigs with it art.lwatto £
re
apparatus, by the aid aE w k h they d m and life. AU humn rigb-we
opprcs~'
the peoples of Yugoslavia.
auclly trampled upoa.
Tbry havelturnad the country into - Prisons are filled aiith &ommua military- clrripi w i d out all demo- nistsj* with m h , workttrs aad
&d
rightsr.dfl workidg p+es
p&mts who r&se to carryaut the
and trampled on any
. fra
.
expressiun mmpulnxy, but.iwdled v o l w ,
,'pi&&
:
, .
..! .. , ,
1
.wbrk.
The Yugwkv !nrlm Lderrt9&
TomuCt-chmbats,katings ,and!i
d l y and insolently :deceive the p s ~~ c ~ ~ f ' s t a r v a ifi
d oprihtls
n
ev&k
.
pk, alleging they m
r b a g 196-h m throughout
~
ithe count^^.
ci&m in Yupslavia.
,
Murders and rbrodngs are endlcsa
But it is dm to every ,Maixist Yugoslavia today isg botuitry of sabthat there can be no alk .oflbuildierg guinary kterrniillatim and 8 prison
Saialism in. Yugoslavia when 'the &the :peopl:es.
Tita &que h.s bmka with the 80
Tba Yugoslav hirelings of imp&
'via Union, with the entLe cvnp rialism, having seized ladaship of
of Socialism and democracy, thereby the Communist Party of Yugoshvia,
1591
s y s t t m .in Yugosbvia. .
to .thc ~+ter-tewl~hnary
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u n I 4 a campaign
genuine Communists loyal to the
principles of Marxism-Leninism and
who fight for Yugoslavia's independente from rhe imperialists.
Thousands of Yugoslav patriots,
devoted to Communism, have been
expelled from the Party and incarcerated in jails and concentration camps.
Many have been tortured and
killed in prison, or, as was the case
with the well-known Communist,
Arso Jovanovic, were dastardly assassinated.
I
The brutality with which staunch
. fighters for Communism are being
annihilated in Yugoslavia can be
compared only with the atrocities of
the Hitler fascists or the butcher
Tsaldaris in Graca or with Franm
"
---in Spain.
J
, Comrades Djuiovic and Hebrang
a d many other Communist leaders
in Yugoslavia, many generals, colonels and other officers-heroes of the
;
anti-Hitler struggle - outstanding
Party officials, university professors,
representatives of the progressive in.c telligentsia, workers and working
peasants who love their country, who
- long to see it wrested from the
clutches of imperialism and who also
love the Soviet Union and Socialism
"
-all have been thrown into prison
and subjected to a regime of physi.cal extermination.
Expelling from the ranks of the
: Party those Communists loyal to prolctarian internationalism, annihilating them, the Yugoslav fascists
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+ned wide the dodn of the' P w
to bourgeois and kulak elements.
As a result of the fascist terror of,
the Tito gang against the healthy
forces in the Yugoslav Communist
Party, the leadership of the Party is
wholly in the hands of spies and murderers, mercenaries of imperialism.
The Communist Party of Yugoslavia has been seized by counterrevolutionary forces acting arbitrarily in the name of the Party.
Recruiting spies and provocateurs
into the ranks of the working-class
parties, is, as is well-known, an old
method of the bourgeoisie. In this
way imperialists seek to undermine
the Parties from within and subordinate them to themselves.~~~SJJVT~
They have succeeded in realizing
this aim in Yugoshvia. The fascist
ideology, and fascist domestic policy,
as well as the perfidious foreign policy of the Tito cliqutlompletdy
subordinated to foreign imperialist
circle-have created a gulf between
the espionage-fascist Tito-Rankovic
clique and the vital interests of the
freedom-loving peoples of Yugoslavia.
Consequently, the anti-popular and
treacherous activity of the Tito clique
encounters ever-growing resistance
from both the Communists who remained loyal to Marxism-Leninism
and from the working class and
working peasantry of Yugoslavia.
We send Communist, militant
greetings to all Yugoslavia comrades
who courageously endure the blood-
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thirsty terror in torture chambers
and concentration camps of the
butcher Rankovic.
The economic situation in Yugoslavia is becoming increasingly difficult for the working people. The
state sector is not people's property;
it is a sector of state capitalism placed
in the service of foreign capital.
A Yugoslav worker does not work
for himself or for his people. The
surplus value produced by him is
appropriated on an increasing scale
by foreign banks and trusts.
The strikes which broke out at various factories, such as the Stura
foundry, the car-repair shops near
Maribor and the Trbovle mines were
bloodily suppressed by the Rankovic
thugs.
The fascist terror dictatorship of
the Tito clique against the mass of
the working people is carried out for
the benefit of foreign capital and for
the national bourgeoisie, both rural
and urban.
Simultaneously, with the strengthening of the kulaks, the growth of
urban bourgeoisie is taking place.
The Belgrade fascist demagogues
try to conceal the measures to restore
capitalism with talk about the "liquidation of exploitation" or about the
"triumphant march of Socialism."
A year and a half ago the traitor
Kardelj declared: "The days of all
remnants of exploitation of man by
man are numbered in our country."
Actually, capitalist exploitation has
increased in the towns and countryside of Yugoslavia. Kulaks and other

-

urploitcrs bleas their benefactor
Judas Tito.
As a result of the hostile policy
against the U.S.S.R. and the People's
Democracies, the Tito clique, having
deprived Yugoslavia of the support
of these countries, has completely
doomed to failure the Five-Year
Plan.
The working people of Yugoslavia
increasingly realize what a base fraud
is Tito's talk of "building Socialism"
in Yugoslavia without, and against,
the U.S.S.R. and the People's Democracies.
In the countryside the conditions
of the working peasants are more difficult than ever before. They are
severely exploited by the kulaks and
bear the burden of heavy taxes and
compulsory labor.
The "producer cooperatives," forcibly set up and run by kulaks, constitute a new form of exploitation of
the working peasantry.
Kulaks, who possess agricultural
implements, exploit the labor of poor
peasants in the so-called cooperatives
far more ruthlessly than on their own
farms.
Recently, the Tito clique resorted
more and more to one of Ule most
brutal forms of exploitation-unpaid,
compulsory labor for the benefit of
foreign capital.
It is called "voluntary work" in
lumber camps, road building and so
on. Thousands of people are forcibly
taken to lumber camps.
The "voluntary work" to prepare
timber for export to Britain and
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America, work carried out in the
Bosnian and Herzigovinian forests,
is characteristic in this respect. Re
cruitment for ggvoluntary"work is
made without warning.
Representatives of the State come
during dinner time or at night and
forcibly take away the people whose
names are on specially prepared lists.
Ofeen these people do not fit the
conditions outlined in the rules, that
is, they are either too old (55 years)
or too young (14 years).
Many of them are ill and disabled.
The number of sick and old people
reaches u, per cent of the total number of people mobilized for work.
Even a medical certicate releasing
a man from "voluntary work" is ignored. The working day is 10 to 14
hours.
, Food is poor and consisp of bean
soup, 200 grams of bread and zoo
grams of maize flour. People are not
provided with clothing; they sleep on
the ground in the forest, often in
dirt and rain, since there arq not
even hutments.
Apart from the people, draught
animals-horses and oxen-together
with carts are Uvoluntariiy" taken
away. This compulsory work meets
with an increasingly fierce resistance
from the masses.
The national policy of +e
of
,spies and murderers 'now in power
in Yugoslavia is a national-chauvinist
race policy of fascist type, a policy
of monstrous oppression of national
minorities, of depriving them of any
right to free devdopment,
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leaders &rested and exterminated in
the prisons of the Yugoslav fascist
butchers.
1
. Since the press of national minori'
ties in Yugoslavia, like thc entire
press, is in the hands of fascist elements, national minorities cannot
freely- express their aspirations in
their native language.
The Yugoslav press has been placed
completely in the service of US. imperialism a ~ dits agents-the Tito ,
spies and murderers. .
- Yugoslavia has become a Marshall- ,
ized country. Whereas in the beginning Tito and his clique trumpeted
that they would manage without
loans, and swore that US. da4ars
would not sully "their own forces" j
and their "spec&c road," today these
political scoundrels openly appeal to i
US.banks for help. ,
It is known, howevu, that
bankers are not content with inter
alone,
The American [AS-G.]
head of the commission
Yugoslavia by the Internationa
of Reconstruction and Re
tioa settled himself in Belgrade likey'
a :master.
&
Hc told jpurnalists at a press con-!.
ference that he would check.how the:
credits supplied by the Baok wac
used. Yugoslav ecohomic plans are
delivered to this monopolist to be
ratified.
All this is accompanied by a n u ber of misfo~tuness&ed
by the

1
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p'ip1e, misfortunes d i g from
Marshallization. Foreign capital
penetrates, into Yugdavia through
numerous channels. Yupslavia's ecanomic independence has k n eliminated.
Thet most foul role which the
counter-revolutionary a p t , Tito,
took upon himself was to b i k e a
blow at the Democratic Army of
Greece. The hangmen of the Greek
and Yugoslav peoples -- Tito and
Tsaldaris-reached complete agreemen& arranging sewed?. d destroy
the heroic Greek partishns.
While Tito issued instructions to
his troops how to stab the Greek
Dcmaratic h y in the bsdr, his
henchman, Vukmanovic, wrote in
Bwba of the "mistakes" committed
by the Creek Communist Party. .
ID these difficultdays for the Grdek
patriots, he basely, and with unparalleled perfidy, attacked the leadiriship
of the Party and Comrade Zachariadis. '
Aware of the feelings of sympathy
and solidarity which the Yugo6lav
paoplcs have for the Greek partisans,
the Tito dique prepared a monstrous
"justif3cation" of its action.
The old provocateur, Vukmanovic,
wrote that the battle "was lost due
to an absolutely mistaken line of the
ltadership on vital questions (armed
struggle, organization and traiding of
troop4 the question of power, relsdons with imperialists, and so on)."
Thesc articles cannot concea1 the
derpicable action of the Tito clique,
for, of all the crimes committed by
'

me asistoace rendered to .narcho-fascists against the G r d Fttisans is one of its most monstrous
ciimcs.
AU these £acts provide a full 4mation of the Gestapo regime and the
fascist policy of the Tito clique. But
the day is not far off when the pe
ples of Yugoslavia will settle accounts
with this gang of spia, provoc*Ufs
and murderas.
IC,

'

n.
what ~onclusionsshould be made
on the basis of this analysis of the situation in Yupdavia?
1. The espionage group of Tito
expresses, not the will of the poopla
of Yu&auia,
but the will of the
bglo-Arnaican imperialists, and
has therefore betrayed the interests
country and abolished the poof
-lidcal ~ v e r e i ~ and
t y economic indcpendenct of Yugoslavia.
The snuggle against the instigators
oft a new world wai is inconceivable
without struggle against the Tito
clique. Consequently, the intern*
tiom1 significance of this struggle is
clear.
z The "Communist Party of Yugoslavia," as at present constituted, being in the hands of enemies of the
people, murderers and spies, has forfeited the right to be called a Cornmunist Party and is merely an apparatus for carrying out the espionage
assignments of the clique of Tit*
Rankovie-Djilas.
The struggle against the Tit*
clique--hired spies and murderers-
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is the international duty of all Communist and Workers' Parties.
3. The main task in fighting the
fascist Tito dictatorship falls to the
working class and peoples of Yugoslavia, headed by revolutionary Communists.
The people of Yugoslavia have
genuine sentiments of love for the
Soviet Union which liberated them,
and they desire heart and soul to return to the great family of Socialism
and democracy.
The people of Yugoslavia deeply
hate the Tito espionage clique and its
masters - the Anglo-American imperialists. The desire and struggle of
Yugoslav people to overthrow the
fascist usurpers is growing.
It is the duty of Communist and
Workers' Parties to help in every way
the Yugoslav working class and the
workiiig peasantry, who struggle for
the return of Yugoslavia to the camp
of democracy and Socialism.
4. The struggle against the fascist
regime of the Tito clique in Yugoslavia takes ever-sharper forms:
strikes, passive resistance, (directed
mainly against forcible mobilization
for work), circulation of illegal kaflets, opposition to carrying out production programs at factories and
against State agriculture quotas, and
SO on.
Yugoslav workers see more and
more clearly that the growth of production serves the interests of the imperialists and they embark upon passive sabotage.
A necessary condition for the re-

turn of Yugoslavia to the SociaEd
camp is actcve struggle on the part
of revolutionary elements, both inside the Yugoslav Communist Party
and outside its ranks, for the. regeneration of the revolutionary, genuine,
Communist Party of Yu&xlavia,
loyal to ~arxisml~eninism,to the
pr'mciples of proletarian intemationalism and fighting for the independa
ence of Yugoslavia from imperialism.
5. The working class in Yugoslavia, and the Communists who march
at the head of it, should enjoy the
complete solidarity of the international working class in building their
Party. The work of the Yugoslav
~ommunistsbegins to acquGe an
active and more coordinated form.
It is necessary to continue, with
even more energy, the political and
ideological campaign of exposing the
Tito clique.
The anti-popular policy of this
agency of imperialism should be
unanimously condemned by world
public opinion.
The Tito-ites clamor at every corner that they are being expelled from
all international democratic organizations. Thev betrav their f&r that
they will nbt be able successfully to
continue their espionage work - a d
will be sacked by the U.S. masters.
Let US be ru&less and intolerant
with this foul agency. Let them find
nowhere the slightest foothold.
6. Every Communist and Workers'
Party is faced with vital tasks related
to greater vigilance. The question is
one not only of Party members but

aIso of the m a s of the working people who should be educated in the
spirit of revolutionary vigilance.
The vigilance of the masses should
take organizational forms. It is neo
essary to expose and eliminate bourgeois-nationalist elements and all
kinds of agents of imperialism in our
ranks, no matter what flag they use
to cover thernselves.
In the People's Democracies, of
particular significance is State vigilance-the vigilance of the State of
the dictatorship of the proletariat.
As is known, in the People's Democracies the old State apparatus
was not smashed at once, as was the
case during the Great October Socialist Revolution. This means that the
vigilance of Communists in this direction should be particularly sharp.
Communist and Workers' Parties
must draw all conclusions from the
Budapest trial of the spies Rajk and
Brankov.
It is necessary to bear in mind that
despite the heavy defeat suffered by
them at the Budapest trial, the AngloAmerican-imperialistshave not given
up espionage and conspiratorial work
in the People's Democracies.
The conference af U.S. Ambassadon of Eastern Europe, held recently
in London, was aimed precisely at
reviewing the work of US. agents in
this part of Europe in connection
with the Budapest trial.
According to the Western press,
which no longer conceals the nature
of the activities of U S diplomats,
it was decided in London to establish

an espionage center in Belgrade.

At the same time the State Dopartment commission, presided over
by Allen Dulles, the notorious chief
of US. intelligence service, drew up
a program of activities for the countries of Eastern Europe, a program
containing new methods.
There can be no doubt that the
main role in this nefarious work will
assigned to the old spies and
agents provocateur of the Tito
clique.
It will try to use people like Rajk,
m d use also the slightest weaknesses
and opening in the ranks .of the
Parties and in the State apparatus,
the disgruntled, nationalist elements
and people with a doubtful past.
It should constantly be remembered, as Bolshevism teaches, that it
is nuessary to put an end to opportunist complacency arising from the
erroneous supposition that as our
forces grow the enemy becomes more
tame and harmless.
Such a supposition is essentially incorrect. It should bc remembered that
the more hopeless the position of our
enemies, the more willingly they re+
sort to "extreme methods."
We should make intensified educational work the basis of increased
vigilance. In view of this, For a Ltst
ing Perzcc, for a People's Democracy,
synthesized the tasks of Communist
and Workers' Parties in its article,
"Strengthen Revolutionary Vigi-

k":
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Marxism-Leninism teaches that the

a

Party of thc working class can maxssM y get to.grips with and beat the
e a ' e ~ ~always
y
and everywhere, no matter what mask he dons, only if it engages in systematic work to raise &
pdisical and ideological level of its
cadres; if it trains them in the spirit of
irreconcilability to each and every deviation from the line of Marxism--ism; if it strengthens its ranks organizationally, resolutely rids the Party of
&en elements, exposing and smashing
in good t h e nationalist and revisionist
de6ations and by deepening.the claw
c o r i & o u s ~of thc working dots and
all toilers.
The most important lesson arising
from the experience of the great Bolshevik Party is that to increase vigilance it is nckessary to have Bolshevjk
order in our own Parky house.
The chief.means in this respect is
veiification of Party memb;rship.
This was applied in a nubb& of $iuties in the People's'Democracies and
yielded positive results.
- 41 oUr Party, for example, ai a result of verifiestion whjch is still goihg on, hosqe . and alien elements
who penetrated ipto the Party when
its 'doors were wide open for adhittance are now budg'brpell~.
This measure will, undoubtedly,
malie it much more difficult for' the
enemy to find a foothold in our Party*,

Communist and Workers' Partics

s h d d d strengthen the ideologid
vigilance d their manbas.
Thcy should display red Bolshevik

I

irreconcilability to any deviation
from proletarian internationalism,
should intensify ideological work to.
educate Communists in the spirit of
loyalty to proletarian internationalism, irreconcilability to any deviation
from the principles of MarxismLeninism, in the spirit of faithfulness
to Ptoplt'r Democracy and Socialisin,
to the international Socialist front 1
headed by the U.S.S.R.
I
In science,literature, painting, music md cia& a sharp vigilance and
irmmncilable attitude arc essential "
again& any tendency alien to the' !
working Class and, in relation to the
propaganda of cosmopolitanism.
4
Let us -raise higher still the victodour banner of proletarian interna- I
tionalism, increasing our devotion to,
the Soviet Union-the first land of
Socialism, the base of the world revolutionary movement, the main bulwark in the struggle for peke and
freedom of peoples, to the great Bolshevik Party-leading force of the
world reyolutionary movement-afld 1
to the brilliant teacher of toilihg
mankind and leader in the peoples'
sv~gglefm the cause of pace aria ,
Socidism--Comrade Stalin.
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RESQLUTION adopted by the Meeting
of the Communist Irtf ormation Bureau

THEINFORMATION
BURBAO,
consist- slavia have merged completedly with,
ing of representatives of the Qmmu- the imperialist circles against the
nist Party of Bulgaria,' Romanian entire camp of Socialism and dunsWorkers' Party, W0r&8 ', Peopb's racy; against the Communist Parties
Party of Hungary, United workers of the world; against the New Dc
Party of Poland, Communist Pkty mocracies and the U.S.SR.
The Belgrade clique of hired spies
of the Soviet Union ($olshevik],
Communist Pqrty of Fyance, and'& and murderers made a flagrant deal
Czechoslov+ and Italian m u - with imperialist reaction and entered
nist Parties, haviog considered thk its service, as the Budapest trial of
question : "The Yugoslav Cornmu- Rajk-&+v
made perfectly clear.
This ,trial showed that the p e s m
nist Party in the power of rnurdFvs
and spies," unanimously reached the. Yugoslav rulers, having fled from thc
following cbnclurions:
camp of democracy and Socialism to
Whetcas, in June 1948 the meeting thc amp !of capitalism and reaction,
of the Information Bureau of the have become direct accomplices of the
Communist Parties nated the change- instigat~fsof a new war, and, by
over of the Tito-Rankovic clique their, t r e e r o u s deeds, are ingratiq
from democracy .and Socialism to atkg themselves 'with the imperialbourgeois nationalism, duringthe pe- ists and kow-tawing to them.
T h e change-over of the Tito clique
riod that has elapsed since the maet.fortuitous. It was
ing of the Information Bureau, this to fascism was me
clique has travelled all the way from effected on the or&f of their masters,
bourgeois nationalism m fascism and the AngloAmeritm imperialists,
pational in- whose meccenaties, it is now dear.
outright betrayal-of
this clique has been .for long.
terests of Yugoslavia.
The Yugostv traitors, obeying the
Recent events show that the Yugoslav Government i s completely de- will of the imperialists, undertook
pendent on foreign imperialist cir- to form in dK PEOp1e's Democracies
cles and has become an instrument of political gangs, consisting of reactheir aggressive policy, which has re- tionaries, nationalistq clerical and
sulted i~the liquidation of the inde- fascist elements, and, relying on these
pendence of the Yugoslav Republic. gangs, to bring about counter-rev*
The Central Committee of the lutionary coups in these countries,
Party and the Governmcot of Yu~Q- wrest them from the Soviet Union
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and the entire Socialist camp and subordinate them to the forces of imperialism.
The Tito clique transformed Belgrade into an American center for
espionage and anti-Communist propaganda.
When all genuine friends of peace,
democracy and Socialism see in the
USS.R. a powerful fortress of Socialism, a faithful and steadfast defender of the freedom and independence of nations and the principal bulwark of peace, the Tito-Rankovic clique, having attained power
under the mask of friendship with
the U.S.S.R., began on the orders of
the Anglo-American imperialists a
campaign of slander and provocation
against the Soviet Union, utilizing
the most vile calumnies borrowed
from the arsenal of Hider.
The transformation of the TitoRankovic clique into a direct agency
of imperialism and accomplices of
the warmongers culminated in the
&ning up of the Yugoslav Governmart with the imperialist bloc at
U.N.O., where the Kardeljs, Djilas
and Bcblers joined in a united front
with American reactionaries on vital
matters of international policy.
In the sphere of home policy, the
chief outcome of the activity of the
traitor Tito-ILnkovic clique is the
actual liquidation of the People's
Democratic system in Yugoslavia.
Due to the counter-revolutionary
policy of the Tit*Rankovic clique
which usurped power in the Party
and in the State, an antiGommunist,

-

police State kscist-type reg& has been installed in Yugoslavia.
The social basis of this regime
consists of kulaks in the countryside
and capitalist elements in the towns.
In fact, power in Yugoslavia is in
the hands of anti-popular, reactionary elements. Active members of the
old bourgeois parties, kulaks and
other enemies of People's Democracy, are active in central and local
government bodies.
The top fascist rulers rely on an
enormously swollen military-police
apparatus, with the aid of which
they oppress the peoples of Yug*
slavia.
They have turned the country into
a militvy camp, wiped out all demo
cratic rights of the working people,
and trample on any £ree#expression
of opinion.
The Yugoslav rulers demagogically and insolently deceive the ps
ple, alleging they are building Socialism in Yugoslavia.
But it is clear to every Marxist that
there can be no talk of building Socidism in Yugoslavia when the Tito
clique has broken with the Soviet
Union, with the entire camp of SOcialism and democracy, thereby depriving Yugoslavia of the main bulwark for building Socialism, and
when it has subordinated the country
,economically and politically to Anglo-American imperialists.
The State sector in the economy of
Yugoslavia has ceased to be people's
property, since State power is in the
hands of enemies of the people.

cw

The Tito-Rankovic clique has crcated wide possibilities for the penetration of foreign capital into the
economy of the country, and has
placed the economy under the control
of capitalist monopolies.
AngleAmerican
cia1 circles, investing their capital in
Yugoslav economy, are transforming Yugoslavia into an agrarian-raw
materials adjunct of foreign capital.
The ever gowing slavish dependence of Yugoslavia on impaialism
leads to intensified exploitation of
the working clau and to a severe
worsening of its conditions.
The policy of the
in
bears a
capitalistic character.

The
pseudocooperatives in the countryside are in the
hands of kulaks and their agencies
and rePrMnt an instrument for the
exploitation of wide masses of working peasants.
The Yugoslav hirelings of imperialism, having seized leadership of
the Communist Party of Yugoslavia,
unloosed a campaign of terror against
genuine Communists loyal to the
principles of Marxism and Leninism'
and who fight for Yugoslavia's independence from the imperialists.
Thousands of Yugoslav patriots,
devoted to Communism, have been
expelled from the Party and incarcerated in jails and concentration
camps. Many have been tortured and
killed in prison or, as was the case
with the well-known Communist,

Arso Jovanovic, were dastardly assassinated.
The brutality with which staunch
fighters for Communism are being
annihilated in Yugoslavia can be
compared only with the atrocities of
the Hitler fascists or the butcher
Tsaldaris in Greece or Franco in
Spain.
Expelling from the ranks of the
Party those Communists loyal to proletarian internationalism, annihilating them, the Yugoslav fascists
opened wide the doors of the
to bourgeois and kulak elements.
As a result of the fascist terror of
the Tito gangs against the healthy
forces in the Yugoslav Communist
Party, leadership of the party is
wholly in the hands of spies and
murderers, mercenaries of imperialism.
Communist Party of yugoslavia has been seized by counterrevolutionary forces, acting arbitrarily in the name of the Party. Recruiting spies and provocateurs in the
ranks of the working class parties, is,
as is well-known, an old method of
the bourgeoisie.
In this way the imperialists seek to
undermine the Parties from within
and subordinate them to themselves.
They have succeeded in realizing this
aim in Yugoslavia.
The fascist ideology, and fascist
domestic policy, as well as the perfidious foreign policy of the Tito
clique, completely subordinated to
the foreign imperialist circles, have
created a gulf between the espionage
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fascist Tito-Rankovic clique and the
vital interests of the freedom-loving
peoples of Yugoslavia.
Consequently, the anti-popular and
treacherous activity of the Tito clique
is encountering ever-growing resistance from those Communists who
have remained loyal to MarxismLeninism, and among the working
class and working peasantry of Yugoslavia.
On the basis of irrefutable facts
testdying to the complete changeover of the Tito clique to fascism
and its desertion to-the camp of
world imperialism, the Information
Bureau of the Communist and
Workers' Parties considers that:
1. The espionage group of Tito,
Rankovic, Kardelj, Djilas, Pijade,
Gosnjak, Maslaric, Bebler, Mrazovic,
Vukmanovic, Koca Popovic, Kidric,
Neskovic, Zlatic, Velebit, Kolishevski and others, are enemies of the
working class and peasantry and enemies of the peoples of Yugoslavia.
2. This espionage group expresses,
not the will of the peoples of Yugoslavia, but the will of the AngloAmerican imperialists, and has therefore betrayed the interests of the
country and abolished the political
sovereignty and economic independence of Yugoslavia.
3. The "Communist Party of Yugoslavia," as at present constituted,
being in the hands of enemies of the
people, murderers and spies, has forfeited the right to be called a Com-

munist Party and is merely an apparatus for carrying out the espionage
assignments of the clique of TitoKardelj-Rankovic-Djilas.
The Information Bureau of the
Communist and Workers' Parties
considers, therefore, that the struggle
against the Tito clique-hired spies
and murderers-is the international
duty of all Communist and Workers'
Parties.
It is the dutv of Communist and
Workers' parti& to give all possible
aid to the Yugoslav working class
and working peasantry who are fighting for the return of Yugoslavia to
the camp of democracy and Socialism.
A necessary condition for the return of Yugoslavia to the Socialist
camp is active struggle on the part
of revolutionary elements both in
side the Yugoslav Communist Party
and outside its ranks, for the regeneration of the revolutionary, genuine
Communist Party of . Yugoslavia,
loyal to Marxism-Leninism, to tht
principles of proletarian internationalism, and fighting for the independ.
ence of Yugoslavia from imperialism.
The loyal Communist forces in
Yugoslavia, who in the present brutal conditions of fascist terror, are
deprived of the possibility of engaging in open action against the TitoRankovic clique, were compelled in
the struggle for the cause of Communism, to follow the path taken by the
Communists in those countries where
legal work is forbidden.
The Information Bureau expresses

the firm conviction that, among the
workers and peasants of Yugoslavia,
forces will be found capable of insuring victory over the bourgeoisrestoration espionage Tito-Rankovic
clique; that the toiling people of
Yugoslavia led by the working class
will succeed in restoring the historical gains of People's Democracy,
won at the price of heavy sacrifice
and heroic struggle by the peoples
of Yugoslavia and that they will take
the road of building Socialism.
The Information Bureau considers
one of the most important tasks of
the Communist and Workers' Par-

ties to be an all-around heightening
of revolutionary vigilance in Party
ranks, exposing and rooting out bourgeois-nationalist elements and agents
of imperialism no matter under what
flag they conceal themselves.
The Information Bureau recognizes the need for more ideological
work in the Communist and Workers' Parties; more work to train Communists in the spirit of loyalty to proletarian internationalism; irreconcilability to any departure from the
principles of Marxism-Leninism, and
in the spirit of loyalty to Peoples'
Democracy and Socialism.
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